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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

This monograph was designed to enable community

colleges to share some of their most successful and
innovativestrategies for stretching seriously depleted funds.
Over the past several years, most community colleges have
faced dwindling resources. While costs and, in some cases,
enrollments continue to rise, many institutions have been
forced to downsizeresulting in fewer people to tackle the
challenges created. Students also seem to be less prepared to

of community colleges to stretch public dollars to the limits of
human ingenuity, while maintaining high standards.
The organization of this document presented a variety of
challenges. For example, questions arose as to whether both
large and small innovations should be included. It was decided
that giving students access to grades by telephone was, in its

own way, as important as a full-scale institutional
reorganizationprovided it met the criteria of increasing

do college-level work than at any time in the history of

are to succeed. At the same time, technology is placing

productivity and/or lowering costs.
For simplicity's sake, the innovations have been organized
into broad categories approximating a "typical" community
college's distribution of responsibilities, thus helping the reader

significant demands on college resources to address escalating

find items that most clearly relate to his or her area of

needs for equipment and software as well as vital staff

responsibility. Most innovations fit comfortably into one of

development. In addition, almost all community colleges are
now more than a quarter-century old and, in many cases, have
aging facilitiesan expensive liability. If there was ever a
time in the life of community colleges to "do more with less,"
this is it!
Faced with this apparently gloomy picture, community
colleges have tapped into the rich reservoir of commitment
and creativity of their administrators, faculty, and staff and

the categories of Business Operations and Facilities;

community colleges, creating an urgent need for more intensive

and individualized assistance if these underprepared students

Curriculum and Instruction; Technology, Networks, and
Distance Education; Planning and Budgeting; or Student
Services. Not everything fits easily into a single category,
however. For example, does a creative academic plan to
maintain instructional and other computers and keep them up-

to-date belong under business operationsas a collegewide
serviceor (because it primarily serves the faculty) curriculum
and instruction? (The choice made in this case was business
operations, on the basis that the approach provided coliegewide
rather than specifically instructional support.) However,
because some innovations cross lines of responsibility, the
category fit may seem slightly awkward in one or two cases.
Nevertheless, the ideas in the innovations should be easy to
find in the Table of Contents and the brevity of the descriptions

continued to serve students effectively; some have even
improved student services.

In the fall of 1995, the League for Innovation in the
Community College invited members of its Alliance for
Community College Innovation (ACCI) to submit brief
descriptions of their most measurably successful and effective

innovations designed to "do more with less." The response
was heartwarming. Submissions came from all over the United

is intended to make it possible for the reader to peruse the
entire monograph in reasonable time. Detail is limited in the

States, from coast to coast and border to border; they came

from several Canadian provinces and from the United

descriptions, and a contact name has been provided for those
who wish to learn more about any innovation. The institutions
from which this fund of creative examples was drawn are listed
in the Index.
The efforts of those who committed the time to write and
submit descriptions of "how to do more with less" are deeply
appreciated. These many administrators, faculty, and staff have

Kingdom. They include a fascinating array of innovations.
Some are complex, institutionwide innovations involving all
elements of the college; others are small-scale or department-

specific, elegant in their simplicity. Those selected for
inclusion in this monograph have met the criteria of benefiting

the college by increasing productivity or reducing costs (in
terms of time, money, personnel, or procedural steps). They
are also replicable by other institutions.
An impressive number of the ideas selected for inclusion
have been externally recognized as particularly innovative by
professional organizations and/or the press. These various
forms of recognition give additional credibility to the efforts

made a significant contribution to all community colleges
through their willingness to share ideas. To each of them is
extended sincere appreciation and thanks.
Thanks go also to Suzanne Lilly, who provided invaluable
editorial production assistance in compiling this monograph.
Brenda Beckman, Editor
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Section One: Business Operations and Facilities

USINESS I PERATIONS AND FACIUTLES

Building a Library through
Community Partnership

For more information contact:
Donna Kornmueller
Front Range Community College
3645 West 112th Avenue
Westminster, CO 80030
(303) 466-8811 x472; FAX: (303) 438-5788
e-mail: fr_donna@mash.colorado.edu

Front Range Community College's (Colorado)
Westminster Campus library, established 17 years ago, had

long since outgrown its available space. At its Larimer
Campus in Fort Collins City, the college had created a library

from two classrooms, but space and budget constraints
prevented it from growing into an adequate facility. Due to
unprecedented population growth in the college's service

Collaboratively Established
Technology and Engineering Center

area, both libraries faced the need to service growing
numbers of students.

Burlington County College (New Jersey) and the New
Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) teamed up to design,
build, and operate southern New Jersey's first engineering

Local public libraries also faced high demand for
additional branches. In a political climate where voters

demanded top value for scarce dollars, the college

schoolthe Technology and Engineering Center (TEC).
Prior to the opening of the new center, students from the

approached the cities of Westminster and Fort Collins with
the idea of establishing joint-use libraries. All parties saw
major potential benefits and mutually acceptable plans soon

emerged.

southern half of the state had to travel into Pennsylvania or
drive a minimum of one-and-a-half hours to pursue studies

The City of Westminster approved an

in engineering. The TEC opened with much fanfare in
September 1995. Burlington County College (BCC), a

intergovernmental agreement authorizing the Westminster
Campus project, and the Fort Collins City Council voted to
prepare an agreement for the Larimer facility.
By sharing construction costs of the joint-use facility,
each partner gained substantially more space, as well as
funding for books and equipment that would have been

comprehensive community college, and the NJIT, the state's

premier engineering and computer science research
university, obtained $11 million in state funds to build the
TEC on a former farm in the heart of Burlington County's

high-technology corridor. The county government

impossible had each agency tried to provide a separate
facility.

purchased the land for $4.5 million.
What makes the TEC unique is the manner in which it

Benefits to the College

has been designed, funded, and operated. The two
institutions, sharing personnel and resources, established

Building a single large facility rather than several

joint committees for financial planning, academic programs,

smaller ones resulted in significant economies of scale.
The city of Fort Collins estimated that building a library
in the southern part of the city, where the FRCC campus
is located, would have cost up to $6 million; the city's

marketing, and operations. Through these efforts and
coordinated outreach to local industry, the TEC opened with

a wide range of academic programs at the associate,
baccalaureate, and master's degree levels in fields such as
engineering, electronics engineering, computer information

contribution to the joint-use library is approximately
$2 million, a savings passed on to the college.
Beyond construction, ongoing savings are anticipated
in materials costs. For example, where two libraries
would each have had to buy certain important books,
the joint facility allows the purchase of a single copy.
The Westminster library will be the largest library
between Denver and Boulder and is expected to draw
patrons from throughout the north metropolitan area.
Having a quasi-public library building on the campus

systems, engineering management, and mathematics.
Continuing professional development programs and
graduate certificate programs are also offered. The 52,000
square-foot building includes multimedia classrooms, a
technical library, full-service bookstore, and cafeteria, as
well as state-of-the-art engineering, graphic imaging, and
computer labs. Special features include 25 donated graphics
workstations and a fully equipped computer lab. Initial
enrollments far exceeded projections, and many business
groups and professional associations are already conducting
meetings and special events at the center.
Without the combined human and financial resources

will bring the library-going public to the college
regularly; and children will have the opportunity to
grow up with the college as part of their lives.
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of BCC and NJIT, the project would not have been

Energy Conservation

economically feasible. The two schools shared operating
costs, facilities, and faculty, with students benefiting from
the strengths and specialties of both institutions.

In March of 1991, Lee College (Texas) recognized a
need to change its energy-use patterns. Faced with an aging

mechanical infrastructure, the college diligently sought a
way to fund new energy-efficient equipment to heat, cool,

Benefits to the College

and illuminate the college's 450,000 square feet of

The partnership between BCC and NJIT resulted in

classroom and office space. The solution came in the form

efficiencies in the purchase of computers and

of a Department of Energy Institutional Conservation

engineering equipment.

Program (ICP) grant that provided funds to implement three
energy-conservation measures. The project was completed
in January 1994 and has been in operation since.

The unique nature and high profile of the project
generated special interest among hardware and software
suppliers.

The first energy conservation measure involved the
relamping of every fluorescent fixture on campus with
energy-efficient electronic ballasts, reflectors, and lamps.
The second measure reduced natural gas consumption by

Acquisition costs for the engineering and computer
labs, marketing costs to recruit students and reach out
to business leaders, library purchases, and other costs
to build and operate the center were shared by both

installing variable air volume adjustment systems in college
buildings.
The third measure involved replacement of the college's

schools.
The joint program has become a reality despite the fact

that neither school would have been able to shoulder
the financial burden of the project alone.
Because BCC has a university partner, its students can

existing central mechanical plant equipment with a cool
storage system which uses an ice-maker chiller to freeze
ice in storage tanks during off -peak electrical use hours. A
high-efficiency supplemental chiller cools the building
during off -peak times; but during peak hours all chillers

continue their upper-division studies at the same
location.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
Hewlett-Packard Corporation, recognizing the

are turned off, and the college uses the stored ice for cooling.

The ICP grant funded $688,294 of the project's $1.5
million cost. Since 1990, the Houston Lighting and Power

innovative nature of the project, presented a plaque to
BCC and NJIT at the center's dedication ceremony in

Company (HLP) has offered a financial incentive to
institutions to use cool storage, because the resultant drop
in peak electrical demand reduces the need for the company
to build costly new power plants. HLP's incentive provided
$245,154.

1995.

Donor organizations including Silicon Graphics have

conducted special equipment demonstrations for
community leaders at the center.

Benefits to the College

For more information contact:
Richard J. Pokrass
Director of College Relations and Publications
Burlington County College
Route 530
Pemberton, NJ 08068
(609)-894-9311; FAX: (609) 894-9440
e-mail: rpokrass @bcc.edu

Energy costs for 1994, the first full year of operation
of the new system, were approximately 37 percent less
than in 1992 (the last year before the conservation
measures were implemented). Savings amounted to
$311,845. These savings were achieved despite the
fact that there were more cooling-degree days in 1994
than in 1992.
In 1995, energy consumption was down an additional
20 percent from the previous year.
Savings from these energy-conservation measures are
expected to pay back the college's share of the project
by the end of 1996.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The Electrical Power Research Institute selected the

project as a model for presentation at its annual
convention in Houston in 1994.
The project was nominated for a Best Project award in
the Associated General Contractors (Houston Chapter)
competition.
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Section One: Business Operations and Facilities
For more information contact:
Dennis Topper
Dean of Administrative Services
Lee College
P.O. Box 818
Baytown, TX 77522-0818
(713) 425-6348; FAX: (713) 425-6307

Low-Cost Marketing Strategy

Intrusion Alarm System

Previously, CFCC distributed course schedules by
direct mail. Scene not only allows for cost-effective

Scene magazine, a monthly insert in area newspapers,
is a cost-effective way to market Central Florida Community

College (CFCC) and distribute course schedules. The
college relations office creates each issue of the magazine
which contains news and features about college programs
and personnelstories often ignored by local media. Three
credit and three noncredit course schedules are included
during the year. A local newspaper prints the magazine.

Until recently, South Suburban College (Illinois)

distribution of course schedules, it also draws media

maintained an around-the-clock security force at the main
campus building. Three eight-hour shifts of two security
or sworn police personnel patrolled the building on holidays,
weekends, and other times when no staff or students were
using the facility. It was not uncommon for the college to
pay nearly $1,500 in overtime salaries to staff the building
on a holiday. In an effort to reduce these costs, the college
installed an intrusion alarm system at the start of the 1995
fiscal year.
The alarm system monitors all entrances to the building
and major hallway areas. Sensitive to heat and motion,

attention to the school, promoting community awareness
of and involvement with the college.

Benefits to the College
The cost of printing and distributing 971,650 copies of
Scene was $80,725 as compared to $163,620 for direct
mailing the six course schedules.

CFCC gained wider distribution of its marketing
materials.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

both must be present before the alarm is triggered. In

Scene has received four "Best Bang for the Buck"
awards from the Florida Association of Community
Colleges and the National Council of Marketing and

addition, the system will trigger in the event of fire or the
presence of water. The system is activated at the end of
classes each evening, during holidays, and at any time the
college is officially closed. Security personnel who formerly
worked the third shift and weekends guarding an empty
building were reassigned to patrol the campus during times
students and staff were present.

Public Relations (NCMPR) District II.
Scene was the focus of well-received presentations at
the NCMPR district and national meetings.
Pm- mnre infnrmatinn rontact

Lisa Englehardt
Interim Director of College Relations
Central Florida Community College
P.O. Box 1388
Ocala, FL 34478-1388
(904) 237-2111; FAX: (904) 237-0510

Benefits to the College
During the first full year of operation, the intrusion
alarm system saved the college $64,207 in salaries.
For more information contact:
Bruce Aldrich
Vice President of Administration
South Suburban College
15800 South State Street
South Holland, IL 60473
(708) 210-5721; FAX: (708) 210-5710
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New Approach to "Purchasing" Pianos
During the 1994-95 academic year, working through
the college foundation, Central Florida Community College
(CFCC) entered into an agreement with a local piano retailer
and the Kawai Company to obtain new pianos for the Fine

Arts department. Pianos in use at the college at the time
were over 25 years old, and no funds were available in the
budget to replace them.
The agreement calls for Kawai to supply the college

For more information contact:
Bruce Aldrich
Vice President of Administration
South Suburban College
15800 South State Street
South Holland, IL 60473
(708) 210-5721; FAX: (708) 210-5710

Using Alternative Fuels

with new pianos annually, at no cost to the institution. CFCC

keeps the pianos in tune and in good repair. In exchange
for the use of the pianos, the college provides the Kawai
Company with a list of alumni and college employees who
receive invitations for weekend piano sales held on college
property. The sale is also open to the public.

Clovis Community College (New Mexico) is
participating in a pilot program sponsored by the State
Department of Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources to
fund the installation of compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel
systems in its fleet of 25 vehicles. The purpose of the project

is threefold: to reduce campus-fleet consumption of

Benefits to the College

petroleum-derived motor fuels; to demonstrate CNG-fueled
vehicles; and to provide CNG technical training to students

CFCC received seven pianos, valued at more than
$100,000, during the first year of the agreement.

enrolled in the Auto Mechanics program. In addition, the
conversion of operating vehicles at Clovis is promoting

For more information contact:
Orlando Moreno
Division Dean of Communications
Central Florida Community College
P.O. Box 1388
Ocala, FL 34478-1388
(904) 237-2111; FAX: (904) 237-0510

greater public awareness of the potential for using
compressed natural gas as an economic and environmentally
safe alternative fuel.

Benefits to the College
The fuel-cost savings derived from the conversion of
college fleet vehicles is projected to be $4,000 per
vehicle over a seven-year period.
Students are trained to install compressed natural gas
conversion units in vehicles.

"Slow Fill" Employment Process
In most colleges, salary and benefits dollars comprise

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

the majority of budgeted expenses. At South Suburban
College (Illinois), these two categories account for 76
percent of the operating budget. When the college began
looking for ways to reduce expenditures, personnel costs
were the first to be considered. A plan was developed to

Clovis Community College was recognized as a pilot
site for an alternative-fuels project.
New Mexico's Department of Energy, Minerals, and

Natural Resources awarded the college $4,000 to
demonstrate fuel-cost savings, payback calculations,
feasibility, and implementation of the project.

reduce personnel costs while retaining current faculty and
staff.
Beginning in the 1995 fiscal year, the board of trustees

For more information contact:
Jay Gurley
President
Clovis Community College
417 Schepps Boulevard
Clovis, NM 88101
(505) 769-4001; FAX: (505) 769-4190

approved the practice of "slow filling" vacant positions.
Under this policy, any position which became vacant was
not filled for a minimum of two months. In the first year,
32 positions were so vacated and left unfilled for at least 60
days. In addition to the "slow fill" policy, a "no fill" decision

evolved in the case of four vacated positions which were
found to be nonessential. The "slow fill" policy saved salary

and benefits dollars without affecting current college
employees.

Benefits to the College
Savings in salary and benefits amounted to $212,542
in the first year.
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Section Two: Curriculum and Instruction

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Academic Computing Upgrade

to jobs; and basic skills testing and training for business/industry
and work-ready training for fast-track employment preparation

Springfield Technical Community College (Massachusetts)
uses technically trained alumni as lab technicians to maintain
all of the college's academic computing facilities. As a result,
Springfield Technical Community College (STCC) has not had
to pay for costly maintenance contracts for nearly eight years.
Hardware parts are creatively recycled, and equipment life is
extended while keeping the labs running at peak performance.
As new hardware is acquired, old computers are assessed for
use in other academic program areas, and either serviced by
STCC's technicians and reassigned or "cannibalized" for parts.

were developed. Bridge courses between developmental/

remedial education and occupational programs were
established. In addition, a newly created International Center
supported efforts to integrate international studies into the
curriculum.
Among related activities, the Early Childhood Education
program was integrated with the college's childcare center to
provide a practicum for students as well as day care services
for the children of students and staff. A quality improvement
initiative led to internal training of staff and implementation of
changes to improve quality. A cross-disciplinary advising corps
was created, and assessment was expanded to include business/
industry and job-specific basic skills training. Multilevel

Benefits to the College
The college saves $75,000 to $100,000 annually in
maintenance contracts.
The college saves on equipment costs through recycling.

planning and budgeting processes focused on academic
initiatives, and teams were created to manage the shared use of
equipment, laboratories, and human resources.

For more information contact:
Robert Baraldi
Director of Academic Computing
Springfield Technical Community College
One Armory Square
Springfield, MA 01105
(413) 781-7822; FAX: (413) 781-5805

Benefits to the College
Increased use of part-time instructors, reductions in
equipment expenditures, elimination of positions, and
integration of laboratories amounted to a savings of $1.6
million.

$570,000 in gifts were received to support childcare
program changes, basic skills testing, and to establish the
International Center.
Grant support totaling $425,000 covered other costs and
included $315,000 for industry-related training, $90,000
to merge and articulate tech-prep programs in business/
marketing, and $20,000 to plan a one-stop Career Center
with area schools, businesses, and other agencies.
Faculty/department /division goals are now included in the
institutional planning process, saving time in developing
the academic master plan while giving faculty a voice in
the process.

Academic Integration
Recognizing the complementary missions of the liberal arts

and occupational education programs, Aims Community
College (Colorado) underwent comprehensive restructuring to

achieve academic integration. Greatly influenced by such
factors as public preoccupation with fiscal responsibility; the
omnipresence of technology; global marketplace competition;
demands for higher workforce skill levels; and cultural diversity,

the college integrated the School of Arts and Sciences and the
School of Occupational Education.
Restructuring reduced the number of academic units and
resulted in merging liberal arts and occupational programs
within each unit, minimizing competition between the two
programs. Curriculum content and instructional methodology

Guidelines and procedures for review of the Arts and
Sciences and Occupational Education programs have been
developed and integrated into the accreditation process.
There are fewer conflicts among programs and academic
units in the budgeting process.
Assessment is now centrally located, the process has been
computerized, and staff are now cross-trained.
All advising information is now disseminated through an
advising corps, which conducts group orientation and initial

were revised to embrace both theoretical and applied
approaches, to initiate cross-discipline teaching, and to create
greater transferability within occupational programs.
The continuing education and business/industry training
programs were integrated into the academic area. A service
center was established to profile job skills and match workers

advising, freeing faculty for other academic
responsibilities.
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Agronomic Demonstration Center

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The Quality Improvement Steering Team at Aims

In addition to the college programs and continuing
education in agriculture at North Iowa Area Community College

Community College received the Quality Team Award
from the American Society for Quality Control.
Computer Information Services faculty were awarded the
Aims Community College Foundation Faculty Excellence
Team Award.

(NIACC), the college farm conducts demonstration projects
and allows students to apply what they have learned. Like
many colleges with farms, NIACC has the challenge of
satisfying educational needs while covering operational
expenses with revenues. To meet educational commitments

For more information contact:
John Turner
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Aims Community College
P.O. Box 69
Greeley, CO 80632
(970) 330-8008 x390; FAX: (970) 339-6673
e-mail: jtturner@proteus.aims.edu

and allow for program expansion, college staff have explored
mutually beneficial opportunities with private enterprises.

In 1992, following a successful no-till field trial, a
partnership was formed with the BASF Corporation. The
college manages the farm in a no-till cropping system and BASF

contributes financial and service support. Financial support
from BASF allows NIACC to expand agricultural programs
and establish itself as a resource of no-till farming expertise
with the creation of the Agronomic Demonstration Center
(ADC). BASF gains public exposure and advances the science
of no-till cropping systems (indirectly augmenting product
sales). Other agronomy-based companies have recognized the
utility of contributing to the demonstration centerin 1995,
25 companies donated products and services to the ADC.
The center has expanded into cooperative demonstration
and research projects with the state university, the USDA-ARS,
and various private enterprises. Such cooperative efforts enable
each organization to effectively develop, demonstrate, and
communicate innovations in agricultural technologies and
cultural practices to the North Iowa region.
BASF funds the center coordinator's position as well as
many crop production and equipment costs. The company also

Adjunct Faculty Training and
Teaching Excellence
In an effort to reduce operating costs, Montgomery County
Community College (Pennsylvania) increased the use of parttime faculty. To ensure that the quality of educational programs
was maintained, the college offered adjunct faculty a free, 25-

hour certificate program to help develop them as effective
teachers.
In order to cover the cost of offering the training to adjunct
faculty without charge, and in an effort to identify and recruit
potential new adjunct faculty, the certificate program was made
accessible on a fee basis to part-time faculty from other colleges
in the area.

provides personnel for program presentations and supports their
per-diem costs.

Benefits to the College

Benefits to the College

Instructional effectiveness of adjunct faculty has increased.
Concerns about expanding use of adjunct faculty and time
spent correcting problems have diminished.
Student complaints have decreased.

The state university and extension, and the USDA-ARS
are cooperating with the ADC in six field projects.
Nine private agronomy-based companies are cooperating
in other ADC projects.

The ADC has received donations from 25 private

For more information contact:
Brad Gottfried
Dean of Academic Affairs
Montgomery County Community College
340 De Kalb Pike, Box 400
Blue Bell, PA 19422-0796
(215) 641-6440; FAX: (215) 641-6467
e-mail: bgottfr@admin.mc3.edu

companies in recognition of the ADC's value.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The ADC has received considerable media attention from

local newspapers and television and from statewide
agricultural publications.
For more information contact:
Dana Dinnes
Agronomic Demonstration Center Coordinator
North Iowa Area Community College
500 College Drive, 101G Administration Building
Mason City, IA 50401
(515) 421-4238; FAX: (515) 423-1711
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Section Two: Curriculum and Instruction
Automated TV Classrooms

Computer-Based Physics Laboratory

In 1993, Metropolitan Community College (Nebraska)
established five classrooms with two-way audio and video to
provide distance learning courses throughout the college's

Gainesville College (Georgia) recently acquired a stateof-the-art computer-based instructional laboratory for the
physics/pre-engineering curriculum. The new labthe first of
its kind in the statehas significantly increased the capacity

service area. Initially, a Title III grant provided equipment that
required the college to hire an instructor and a technician/TV

of the physics program without consuming additional resources,

and has enhanced the quality of the students' educational

operator for each session offered. When Title III funding

experience.
The computer laboratory has twelve stations equipped with
the hardware and sensors students need to explore physical laws
in real time. Students conduct investigations in mechanics,

expired, the college was faced with institutionalizing operations

costs approximating $66,000 annually. As distance learning
offerings had grown to more than 60 hours per week, a large

share of the program's operating cost went to personnel

electricity, magnetics, optics, sound, and radioactivity. The
technology allows students to investigate mechanics in the

specifically the technicians required during each class session
at each of the five sites.
The college's instructional design services staff concluded
that the distance learning experience could be enhanced with
an "automated" TV classroom. Instructors have been retrained
on the automated system and appreciate their expanded control
of the classroom. Technical support staff now concentrate on
keeping the overall system running smoothly. A technician
and a broadcast engineer are available for emergencies.

context of their bodily movementsthey can look into the
physics of the human heart by looking at a facsimile of their
EKG on a computer monitor or they can explore the physics of
music by seeing overtones on the computer as they play a
musical instrument or sing. The power of this approach is to
put physical laws into a tangible context which students can
immediately relate to their own experiences.

Over the past four years, physics enrollments have
increased. The department was able to do "more with less" by
having a large lecture section, multiple laboratory sections and

Benefits to the College

out-of-class help sessions with just one professor and a

For a one-time cost of $15,000 per TV classroom,
instructors benefit from user-friendly touch-screen

laboratory instructor. Students set up and take down their own
experiments, leaving the instructor more time for out-of-class
assistance.

controls, fixed camera settings, a variety of visuals, and
computer and video playback capabilities.
Instructors initially apprehensive about teaching distance
learning classes without on-site technical support have
embraced the new technology.

Benefits to the College
The computer lab has allowed the college to increase
capacity without additional resources.

Instructors who had used little technology in the classroom

Students use the computer for measurement, analysis,

and seemed unable to give up the chalkboard are now
experimenting in their classes and developing clearer,

simulation, and technical writing, none of which were part
of the learning experience in the traditional lab.
The self-contained nature of the stations reduces the need
for timely set-up in advance.

livelier presentations.
Costs of the automated equipment will be recouped in one
year from savings in personnel costs.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

North Georgia College has established a similar facility

and has adopted the Gainesville College laboratory

MCC's instructional design services staff have presented
the design of operatorless automated TV classrooms at
several local, state, and national conferences.
Respiratory Therapy faculty demonstrated the effectiveness
of this TV-based teaching model at a national conference.

curriculum; Bainbridge College and Atlanta Metro College
are setting up similar laboratories.

For more information contact:
J. B. Sharma, Division of Science
Gainesville College
P.O. Box 1358
Gainesville, GA 30503
(770) 718-3812; FAX: (770) 718-3859
e-mail: jsharma@hermes.gc.peachnet.edu

For more information contact:
Andrea Binkley. Manager, Instructional Design Services
Metropolitan Community College
P.O. Box 3777
Omaha, NE 68103-0777
(402) 289-1214; FAX: (402) 289-1276
e-mail: abinkley@mcc_neb.edu
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Developmental Education via
Computer-Assisted Instruction

Course Outlines on CD-ROM
In 1995, the Confederation College of Applied Arts and
Technology (Ontario, Canada) began distributing nearly 1,200
course outlines on CD-ROM. The CD-ROM can be searched
by course number, course name, semester, or any key word.
The college owns its own CD-ROM recorder which allows CDs
to be recorded on site. The project streamlined the development
of course curricula, made course outlines easily accessible, and
proved efficient for use by faculty, support staff, and students.

Through the Invest Learning Lab, Santa Fe Community
College (New Mexico) offers self-paced, computer-assisted

instruction for developmental mathematics courses, and
supplemental custom curricula for English and reading classes.

The lab has also proven to be indispensable in Adult Basic
Education, GED, English as a Second Language classes, and

A positive by-product of the CD-ROM project is the

literacy programs.
Similarly, the Flex Lab, which offers thirty computer-based

creation of an integrated database that includes the curriculum
master file; an inventory of courses that meet General Education

courses in various disciplines, has become a center for the
development of self-paced computer-assisted instruction for

requirements; an inventory of courses available for Prior

selected college-credit courses. Though focusing primarily on
computer applications, the Flex Lab also offers computer-based
instruction in areas such as medical terminology, accounting,
Spanish language skills, algebra, and environmental science.
Students can enroll in these courses any time, work at their
own pace, and come to the lab at their convenience. The lab is
staffed with a faculty member and learning technicians who
assist students with their work as necessary. Students can study
at home, at work, in a computer lab, or in the Flex Lab.

Learning Assessment challenge; and the complete outlines of
1200 credit coursesthe beginning of a history file of course
outlines that is easily archived and accessed. This database
allows for varied access points that accommodate easy transfer

from software packages and eventual network-ready
configuration.

Benefits to the College
Direct access to the curricula, unlike the past procedure of

Both the Invest Learning Lab and the Flex Lab enable

contacting individual departments for information and

students to learn from computers, with minimal assistance from
faculty members.

having them forward a print copy of each separate course
outline, saves support-staff time.
Department administrators, faculty, and support personnel
can make changes from primary files, saving considerable
time.
For the first time, the college has one source for all college
curricula.

Benefits to the College
Four courses (totaling nine sections) formerly offered in a
traditional format can now be taken via the Invest Learning

Lab and Flex Lab. These and approximately ten other

The issue of "quality assurance" in how the college

courses, with higher enrollment limits, are now offered in
the Flex Lab by a full-time instructor supported by part-

documents and delivers learning to clients can be assessed
at the senior administrative level.
Making course information available in CD-ROM format

time instructor assistants at a savings of approximately
$10,000 per year.

resulted in significant cuts to departmental printing

volume of students without hiring additional tutors. The
lab accommodates over 200 hours of student use per week
that formerly cost $6 per hour, or $1,200 per week.

The Invest Learning Lab allows the college to help a higher

budgets.

For more information contact:
Claire Kaukinen
Director, Instruction and Academic Innovation
Confederation College of Applied Arts and Technology
Box 398, Thunder Bay, ON Canada P7C4W1
(807) 475-6180; FAX: (807) 475-4876
e-mail: kauki nen @confed.confederationc.on.ca

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The Invest Learning Lab at the college is a demonstration
site for Invest Learning Corporation and a model for the
development of innovative instructional programs.

For more information contact:
Sheila Ortego
Division Head, External Programs
Santa Fe Community College
P.O. Box 4187
Santa Fe, NM 87502-4187
(505) 438-1309; FAX: (505) 438-1237
e-mail: sortego @santa fe.cc.nm.us
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Enhancing Information Literacy
Community College (New York) conducts training sessions for
faculty and other professional staff to prepare them to teach a

Workforce Competencies into Instruction," and "Nine Cardinal
Rules for Winning and Influencing People."
Nearly 110 full-time faculty and 400 part-time faculty have
participated in activities sponsored by the Center for Effective
Learning and Teaching.

one-credit course on information resources. Most who

Benefits to the College

In an effort to extend information literacy throughout the

campus community, the library staff at Ulster County

participated in the eight-hour program have done so for their
own development, but several have since committed to teach
sections of the course. By fall 1997, the college anticipates
expanding information literacy offerings to include discipline-

Faculty members acquired enhanced teaching skills and

more efficient ways to deliver instruction. They also
established positive relationships with their peers, as well
as with administrators and support staff.

specific sections across the curriculum. Additionally, the
college is exploring how information literacy might be delivered
over the Internet.

Faculty develop seminars and workshop materials at no
cost to the college.
The faculty development center is readily accessible to
faculty and students on the campus.
Books and magazines are recycled at a center table at no
cost to the college.
The center director works on a volunteer basis and faculty
and computer lab coordinators donate their time to teach

Benefits to the College
The college saves on instructional costs.
The training helps faculty to become "information literate."
Faculty can bring their strength as teachers to the course
to develop it into an integral part of the curriculum.
Faculty can transform their own courses to include more
sophisticated resource-based learning.

faculty and students to integrate computer-assisted learning
and traditional instruction.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

A test analysis system was developed and implemented to

The college was invited to make a presentation at the

assist nursing and allied-health program students to

Association of College and Research Libraries.

improve test scores and enhance study competencies.

For more information contact:
Larry Beck
Head Librarian
Ulster County Community College
Stone Ridge, NY 12484
(914) 687-5915; PAX: (91/1) 687-5220
e-mail: beckl@suny.ulster.edu

The center provided several updated computers to the
computer learning center paid for by revenues generated
by offering biology software training workshops to area
educators for a fee.

The center was instrumental in developing new virus
protection programs.

External Recognition Articles, and Presentations
The center director and an instructor presented a

Faculty Development Initiative

multimedia presentation at the League for Innovation's
Conference on Information Technology in 1994.

The Center for Effective Learning and Teaching, created
at the Houston Community College SystemSoutheast College
(Texas), provides faculty and staff with training directly related
to their specific teaching needs and concerns, and helps both
full- and part-time faculty make continuous improvements in
their teaching and learning efforts.

The director presented a multimedia program for
citizenship training to several hundred people at the same
conference.

The test analysis system developed at the college was
recognized as a significant program enhancement by the

Seminars, in-service activities, workshops such as

Texas Board of Nurse Examiners in a recent reaccreditation
process.

"Freelance Graphics for Windows," and demonstrations of an
automated testing program have been offered. Faculty have
gained from workshops on using computerized gradebooks;
automated syllabus updating; improving grading techniques;

For more information contact:
Sylvia Ramos
President
Houston Community College SystemSoutheast College
P.O. Box 7849
Houston, TX 77270-7849
(713) 718-5041; FAX: (713) 868-0767
e-mail: ramoss@hccs.cc.tx.us

and effectively utilizing the college's faculty evaluation
instrument. Participants have attended free computer-oriented
development sessions, and benefited from keynote speakers

on topics such as "Leadership Excellence," "Bringing
Multiculture into the Classroom," "Incorporating SCANS and
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Eighty students have graduated from the Fire Fighter I
Recruit Academy with a 60 percent placement rate.
Seven county volunteer fire departments have completed
the requirements for Fire Fighter I certification.
Over 300 students have attended certified training in auto

Fire Technology Program
Four years ago, the Fire Technology program at the College

of the Siskiyous (California) had a full-time coordinator/
instructor position supported by a half-time clerical position.
The program consisted of a core curriculumwhich had not

extrication, hazardous materials first response, emergency
medical, arson investigation, confined space rescue, and
various fire officer training courses.

been approved by the stateand noncertified short-term
courses offered to volunteer fire fighters. When the coordinator
retired, only 40 percent of the program was continued, and the
half-time clerical position was eliminated.
The college formed a fire technology task force to identify

The training has contributed significantly to raising the
standard of performance of volunteer fire officers.
Career fire officers from all over the state are coming to
train at the college as the program gains recognition and
credibility.

needs, provide program direction, and coordinate course
offerings. The Siskiyou County fire warden, the president of
the Fire Chiefs Association, chiefs of volunteer fire departments,

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

college instructors, the director of adjunct instruction, the
director for the business and technical area, and California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection personnel were

The California State Board of Fire Services approved the
college as a Regional Accredited Academy.
The state Fire Marshal recognized the college for doing
"more with less" by pooling resources, offering current
and standardized training, increasing cooperation between
agencies, ensuring that students are competitive in the job
market, and raising the standard of performance of fire
fighters in general.

members.
The task force concluded that while resources were being
reduced at every level to fire service agencies, great advances

were taking place in fire technology, and the demand was
increasing for services provided by fire agencies such as
emergency medical response, rescue, and hazardous materials

first response. The need for standardized, comprehensive

For more information contact:
Carol Kramm
Director of Adjunct Faculty
College of the Siskiyous
800 College Avenue
Weed, CA 96094
(916) 938-4461; FAX: (916) 938-5227
e-mail: Icramm@siskiyous.edu

training and sharing of resources was paramount.
In order to meet this need, the college contracted with the
Siskiyou County fire warden and several city fire departments
to use their specialized training rooms, equipment, and fire
apparatus. The college hired two coordinators on an hourly

basis, formed a cadre of approximately 35 highly qualified
adjunct instructors, and appointed a fire advisory board.
Clerical support was provided by the adjunct instruction office.
The college then applied for and received approval as a regional
accredited academy with the state fire marshal's office.

The college now has a comprehensive fire program
consisting of the state-approved core curriculum for the
associate in science degree program; a variety of certificate
courses; volunteer officer training; and specialized training in
areas such as hazardous materials, incident command, and
wildland fire fighting. The college has a complete library of
training videos, reference books, instructor guides, and student
manuals. Much of the success of the program can be attributed
to a cooperative relationship with the California Department
of Forestry and Fire Protection, and a "live-in" work-experience
program where students are placed at fire stations throughout

the county, giving them the experience they need to compete
for career fire fighter positions.

Benefits to the College
Progsram enrollments have increased by 303 percent.
Costs are quite low since salaries are at an hourly rate and
clerical support is provided by existing staff.
The college has established a credible associate's degree
program accepted for transfer at most four-year schools.
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Integration of Multimedia into Instruction

Large-Lecture Load Program

During the 1994-95 academic year, Camden County

Since fall 1991, Santa Rosa Junior College (California)
has had a large-lecture load program featuring classes taught
in a 204-seat, media-equipped auditorium. These classes are
"double-loaded" for the instructors and offer students greater

College (New Jersey) designed and developed a multimedia
teaching aid for the study of laser electro-optics technology.
Laboratory instruction in laser electro-optics has proven to be
complicated and costly. As some laser parts are very small, it
is difficult for the 15 to 25 students in each lab to view each
part and understand its function. Additionally, inexperienced

scheduling flexibility by opening more seats in general
education classes.
The college works to maintain instructional quality in these
large classes. Instructors wishing to participate must have
succeeded previously in large-lecture settings, must acquire

students might damage delicate and expensive laser equipment.
The multimedia program provides instructors with a tool

to teach the intricacies of the laser to each student. The
multimedia presentation integrates schematic diagrams,

department approval, and must demonstrate that both the
content of the course and their instructional style are appropriate
for a large classroom format. The facility is equipped to handle
a wide variety of media and use of multimedia is encouraged.
Instructors are given 40 percent load credit for each three-unit,

working principles, model simulations, and video pictures of
individual components and their function in the system.
Learning through the multimedia program has several
advantages. First, the program can be run on many different
computers and, therefore, provides instruction to large numbers
of students. Second, use of the program reduces wear and
potential harm to expensive laser equipment. Third, using the

large-lecture class taught, allowing them adequate time to
prepare effective presentations, respond to the added volume
of student paperwork, and hold additional office hours for
students. Large-lecture instructors are also provided with
substantial reader support to handle the paper load effectively
and to ensure additional one-on-one contact with students.
Santa Rosa Junior College currently offers nine classes in
the large-lecture format and expects to offer more in coming
semesters. Disciplines covered have included anthropology,

program is safer for students who may not yet be skilled enough

to operate the laser. Finally, the presentation can be used for
distance instruction in situations when financial resources are
not available to purchase lasers or when it is not feasible to
transport the lasers to the students' location.

astronomy, art history, communications, psychology, sociology,
and Native American art.

Benefits to the College
Student access to laser electro-optics technology is

Benefits to the College

increased via the use of computer-delivered instruction.
Expensive laser equipment is preserved.
Safety is enhanced by decreasing exposure to lasers.
Students gain access to training via distance learning.

Students have been pleased with the scheduling
opportunities the classes have afforded.
Students express satisfaction with the quality of instraction.
While per-student support costs such as reader time and
supplies tend to be minimally higher than for other classes,
the salary and benefits savings are substantial: large-lecture
load salary and benefits costs averaged $478 per full-time
student during spring 1995, compared to $1,621 for the
average class.

For more information contact:
Elaine Reader
Multimedia Specialist
Camden County College
P.O. Box 200
Blackwood, NJ 08012-0200
(609) 227-7200 x614; FAX: (609) 374-4892
e-mail: delmar 1 @aol.com

For more information contact:
Ron Taylor
Assistant Dean of Instruction
Santa Rosa Junior College
1501 Mendocino Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 527-4626; FAX: (707) 527-4816
e-mail: ron_taylor@garfield.santarosa.edu
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Multimedia Across the Curriculum

Learning Construction Skills by
Building Homes for Needy Families

The integration of multimedia computing into the

has incorporated carpentry, electrical, and plumbing program

curriculum requires training for faculty in software such as
Novell, Windows, word processing, authoring systems, and
presentation systems. At Montgomery County Community

students in a project to construct houses for the Greater

College (Pennsylvania), classes and individual training in these

Albuquerque Habitat for Humanity. The project, begun about

areas are available to faculty on an as-needed basis. The inhouse training has proved popular among faculty, meets their

The Albuquerque Technical Vocational Institute (New
Mexico), through its trades and service occupations department,

six years ago, allows students to obtain valuable hands-on
training at real construction sites building homes for needy
families. Previously, these students developed their skills

professional development requirements, and encourages the use
of new technology in the classroom.

building small houses on the college campus.

Building materials for the houses constructed at the college
had cost approximately $11,000 each term. Now, Habitat

The college strives to provide computer access to each
faculty member, but recognized that it is not cost-effective to
place a high-end multimedia computer on every desktop. With
the help of a Title III grant, the college equipped a room with a
multimedia computer and peripheral equipment that captures

for Humanity provides the building sites and building

sound, stills, and video, and incorporates them into presentations

materials, resulting in a savings to the college of $33,000
per year.
Students get real application skills on a construction site.
Needy families receive homes.

or computer-assisted instruction applications. The room is
located in the information systems center where technicians
are available to assist faculty with the use of equipment,
designing programs, or reviewing applications. Creating a
center where faculty can use state-of-the-art equipment and

Benefits to the College

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

software with around-the-clock support reinforced the college's
commitment to support faculty in their endeavors to explore
new ways of integrating multimedia into the curriculum.
The need to display computer multimedia applications in
a classroom has far outstripped the college's ability to support

The Habitat for Humanity project has been featured in the
Albuquerque Journal.
The project has been featured in the Habitat for Humanity
newsletter at local, state, and national levels.

creating a fixed display station in every classroom. The

For more information contact:
Joe Rodman
Dean, Trades and Service Occupations
Albuquerque Technical Vocational Institute
525 Buena Vista SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 224-3714; FAX: (505) 224-3720

institution has opted instead to equip two mobile carts with the
necessary hardware and software for delivery on an as-needed
basis to two of the college's main buildings.

Benefits to the College
The use of multimedia applications in the classroom has
increased.
Increased numbers of faculty have become interested in
working with multimedia as creators or reviewers.
For more information contact:
Shayne Clark Wallis
Academic Computing Manager
Montgomery County Community College
340 DeKalb Pike
P.O. Box 400
Blue Bell, PA 19422-0796
(215) 641-6615; FAX: (215) 641-6467
e-mail: swallis @admin.mc3.edu
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Occupational Therapy Assistant Program

have chosen fields that require more mathematics than
originally planned.

During development of the Occupational Therapy

A large proportion of the students who have taken the
workshop appear on the President's List and the Dean's

Assistant (OTA) program at Parkland College (Illinois), the

steering committee determined that kitchen facilities, a

List.
At present, 20 percent of students enrolled in a mathematics

bathroom similar to that found in a house or apartment, splinting

equipment, treatment tables, and arts and crafts supplies and
equipment were the absolute minimum required to meet course

course attend the empowerment workshop.

None of the students participating in the program has

and program objectives. Aware of these needs, two local
hospitals volunteered the use of their rehabilitation facilities to
the college at no charge.
Laboratory experiences were provided to students at the
hospitals in the evenings when the OTA department was closed.
The only cost to the college has been for supplies consumed at

the two hospitals. The program operates on a total supplies
budget of $1,500. The college provides a general multipurpose

dropped out of school.

Participants have enthusiastically adopted workshop
techniques and have formed study groups with other
students.

The program is used as a recruiting tool when students
voice a fear of mathematics.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

classroom for laboratory activities, but no specialized

The college has been invited to present the workshop at a

equipment is required on campus.

Red River Council of Mathematics workshop, and at

Benefits to the College

conferences sponsored by the Southwest Arkansas Council
of Mathematics and the Arkansas Council of Mathematics.

Start-up costs for the Occupational Therapy Assistant
program were minimal.
The college saves the costs of maintaining and upgrading
equipment.

For more information contact:
Michael Wright
Instructor
Cossatot Technical College
P.O. Box 960
De Queen, AR 71832
(501) 584-4471; FAX: (501) 642-3320

Students benefit by seeing actual equipment in a real
therapeutic setting.
For more information contact:
Susan Maurer
Chair, Health Professions Department
Parkland College
2400 West Bradley Avenue
Champaign, IL 6182 i
(217) 351-2383; FAX: (217) 373-3830
e-mail: smaurer@parkland.cc.il.us

Part-Time Practical Nursing Program
Flexible educational opportunities were needed at Ivy Tech

State College (Indiana) to allow students with work and/or
family responsibilities to participate in a practical nursing
program. An established full-time practical nursing program
taught by experienced faculty in facilities designed for nursing

Overcoming Math Anxiety

education provided the framework for a part-time nursing
program.

The Mathematics Empowerment workshop at Cossatot
Technical College (Arkansas) is designed to help students
overcome "math anxiety." By learning how they learn best,
students can adjust their study habits and note-taking skills to
accommodate their own learning styles. With this knowledge,
students can take control of their mathematics education and
learn how to rid themselves of bad study habits. Students
become aware that there are only a few real rules in mathematics

The part-time program uses existing full-time faculty by
incorporating students into the same theory classes held for
full-time students. Administrative and clerical services are
already in place for the full-time program.
The part-time program is scheduled Thursday through
Saturday. Students are able to complete the program in six
semesters and can transfer into the full-time program if they

and that understanding these rules can open many doors

wish.

previously closed to them as effective learners of mathematics.

Benefits to the College

Benefits to the College

The anticipated cost of the initial two years of the program

Thirty percent of program participants surveyed said they
wanted to continue with their mathematics education and

is $30,000 to $36,000. Cost for subsequent years is
expected to be $20,000. The most significant expense will
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result from hiring additional part-time adjunct faculty

Professional Upgrading Plan for Faculty

members to provide clinical instruction.
Tuition collected during the first two years is expected to
be $43,000. Income from tuition in subsequent years is
estimated to be $29,000.

upgrading plan at Albuquerque Technical Vocational Institute
(New Mexico) creates business/educational partnerships that
allow faculty and business employers to work as a team. The

The Business Occupations department's professional

By offering some clinical instruction in the evening,

plan encourages faculty to acquire knowledge of current

instructional facilities are being used more efficiently.

business practices through direct work experience, offering an

alternative to costly and often less effective professional

For more information contact:
Cathy Woodward
Lead Instructor
Ivy Tech State College
2325 Chester Boulevard
Richmond, IN 47354
(317) 983-3210; FAX: (317) 962-8741
e-mail: cwoodard@ivy.tec.in.us

development such as conference attendance.
The duration of professional upgrading opportunities varies
from one or two weeks to a half-term or a full year. Albuquerque
Technical pays the faculty member's full salary for one- and
two-week work assignments; for longer periods, the college
and the business each pay half of the salary. Faculty members
remain employees of the college and continue to receive full
compensation and benefits.

Benefits to the College

Pharmacy Technician Program

Faculty obtain knowledge of current business practices
without incurring conference or travel costs.
Faculty confidence that they can perform well outside of
academia is reinforced.
Faculty gain insight into the entry-level jobs students will
be performing in the work force.
Students gain potential employment opportunities.
Students enter the work force better prepared due to their

The Pharmacy Technician program at Lakeshore Technical
College (Wisconsin) provides learning opportunities through
a partnership design particularly appropriate for community
colleges located in rural areas with small populations.

Instruction is provided by the college to community
hospital pharmacy sites via telephone and television, and
students get hands-on experience in hospital pharmacies.
Lakeshore Technical College (LTC) is responsible for the
program's content and coordinates the instruction so that
learning outcomes are consistent at each site. Nontechnical
general education courses are provided by the community

expanded knowledge of current business practices learned
from faculty.
Useful examples of business practices are readily available
for classroom illustration.
Businesses gain professional temporary employees who
have skills and initiative to take on projects. Several
business leaders have asked, "When can we have another
faculty member work with us?"
Possibilities for further partnership development between
the business and the educational institution are increased.

college closest to students' homes or workplaces. This program
model has also been used for other programs at LTC.

Benefits to the College
The college provides realistic program experiences for
students without paying for upkeep of a simulation lab.

Faculty members continue to assist businesses on a

Employers gain consistent access to highly trained

volunteer basis because of the enriching experience.

individuals and provide continual input to the college
regarding learning outcomes required by employers.
Students are able to remain in their home communities
and work in a pharmacy environment as they learn.

For more information contact:
Lois Carlson
Business Occupations Department
Albuquerque Technical Vocational Institute
525 Buena Vista SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 224-3811; FAX: (505) 224-3850

For more information contact:
James Malmberg
Institutional Research and Distance Learning
Lakeshore Technical College
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015-6211
(414) 458-4183; FAX: (414) 457-6211
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Program Validation Process

Teaching Computer Technology
without Computers

At least every three years, Columbus State Community
College (Ohio) analyzes each of its technical programs as a

When a three-semester-hour introduction to computers
course was integrated into the core curriculum at Trident
Technical College (South Carolina), the college sought a

means of determining that the programs provide graduates with

the competencies needed to be successful in the workplace.
The analysis process, or program validation, determines the

creative way to teach the course to an anticipated 1,700 students
per semester. Realizing that the college did not have adequate

essential eight to 12 competencies or outcomes for each program

based on industry surveys, focus group discussions, formal

facilities to offer the necessary 71 sections of the course per
semester in a computer-equipped classroom, an alternative to
teaching the course in computer classrooms was devised. A

advisory committee reviews, and national accreditation
standards.
The extent to which individual competencies are addressed
in individual technology courses is then assessed. Faculty

color projector was installed in a large classroom that
accommodates 65 students, and a multimedia-configured
computer was provided for the instructor. The college also

complete curriculum matrices to determine which outcomes
are addressed in which courses and which general education

created a networked computer lab capable of serving 45 students

courses support technical content. Where "gaps" or duplications
exist, the curriculum is revised to be more efficient and effective.

Through the process of program validation, the college

at a time, and managed by a faculty member and nine workstudy student facilitators.
Course sections are now scheduled from early morning to
late evening during the week, with two additional sections on
weekends. All sections meet in the specially equipped
classroom and are taught using a combination of lecture and
demonstration. Students are assigned lab projects weekly and

ensures that its technical programs are current and its graduates

encouraged to complete them using the networked lab.

When revisions have been made, students are assessed to
determine the extent to which they have mastered required
outcomes. Based on results, instructional changes may be made
as necessary.

are prepared for employmentaccording to standards
established by area employers rather than the college. The

Periodically during the course, students are required to report
to the lab for supervised evaluation of lab-related objectives.

curriculum is coherent and efficient, and assessment of student
academic achievement is based on program outcomes valued
by industry.

Benefits to the College
The success rate for students taking the introductory
computer course under this arrangement is consistent with
the success rate of students who complete the course in a
computer classroom.

Benefits to the College
Student performance has improved.
Local employers have access to a pool of well -pre pared
graduates.

The uoilege is able CO meet the demand with only 26
sections, saving more than $70,000 in adjunct faculty costs
alone. If the course were taught in a computer classroom

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

with a computer available to each student, 71 sections

The validation process was incorporated into the college's
plan for the assessment of student academic achievement,
and identified by the North Central Association as a model.
College faculty have given presentations on the validation

would be required.

The college spends $14,400 per semester for studentfacilitators, most of whom are computer technology majors,
saving nearly $45,000 per semester in faculty salaries.

process at several conferences and have been asked to

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

consult at other institutions.

The computer information systems department head was
invited to present the details of the program at the annual

For more information contact:
R. Michael Snider
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Columbus State Community College
550 East Spring Street
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 227-2501; FAX: (614) 227-5123

meeting of the Eastern Regional Consortium for
Competency-Based Education.
For more information contact:
Bernie Straub
Department Head, Computer Information Systems
Trident Technical College
7000 Rivers Avenue
Charleston, SC 29423
(803) 572-6385; FAX: (803) 820-5013
e-mail: zpstraub@al.trident.tec.sc.us
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Tech-Prep Middle College for
Technology Careers

Writing Across the Curriculum Handbook

Designed in partnership with the Houston Independent
School District, the Houston Community College System

from technical programs at Cossatot Technical College

In collaboration with the English faculty, representatives
(Arkansas) researched and developed a handbook designed to
expand writing in the technical classroom.
The Writing Across the Curriculum Handbook reviews
rhetorical styles, grammatical rules, and documentation. The
handbook lists specific examples from each instructional area
represented. A section of the handbook is reserved for
individual faculty members to insert writing examples from
their particular fields.
Development of the handbook was founded through a Carl
Perkins' grant for the purpose of integrating academic concepts
into technical programs. The handbook has also served as a
catalyst for increased student writing activities and promotes
the outcomes and overall importance of writing courses as part
of the technical curriculum.
The handbook resulted from combined efforts of academic
and technical faculty; ownership by this broad group helps
ensure review by the English faculty and continued use of the
handbook in the technical classroom.

(Texas) implemented a Tech-Prep Middle College for
Technology Careers program. The four-year program, held at
the community college's Technology Center campus, is open
to students starting in ninth grade. High school students have
access to college resources such as libraries and computer and
science labs. Faculty and business and industry representatives
act as mentors and provide role models for the students.
The first two years of the program feature an innovative,

integrated curriculum. Boundaries between English,
mathematics, social studies, and science are broken down and
the disciplines examined as they interrelate in the real world.

The integrated curriculum, based largely on the industrial
technology curriculum, is project-oriented. For example, an
industrial technology-based unit dealing with construction
design and graphics would be analyzed to reveal its relationship
to mathematics (measurements), physics (structural integrity),
geography and history (the nature and role of shelter), fine arts
(architectural styles), and English (through writing and the study
of literary works that address humanity and shelter).

Benefits to the College
Student writing activities have increased.
The document has proven to be effective and simple to
use and is produced at a low cost.

The final two years of the middle-college program allow
students to specialize in engineering technology and to translate
classroom learning to the real world of work through internship
opportunities provided by community and business partners.
The postsecondary phase of the program continues the
supportive atmosphere of the secondary program. Students
engage in both technical and academic coursework, which
allows them to graduate with an associate's degree. In addition,

For more information contact:
Kristin Bowden
Communications Instructor
Cossatot Technical College
P.O. Box 960
De Queen, AR 71832
(501) 584-4471; FAX: (501) 642-3320

all credit courses are fully transferable to a four-year institution.

Benefits to the College

Student performance on the Texas Assessment of
Academic Skills Test and in the Texas Assessment Skills
Program has improved.
For more information contact:
John Brown
Associate Vice Chancellor for Tech-Prep
Houston Community College System
P.O. Box 7849
Houston, TX 77270-7849
(713) 718-7591; FAX: (713) 868-0767
e-mail: brown..j @hccs.cc.tx.us
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A.A. Degree through Electronic Delivery

Computer Software and Training Support

The A+ Degree at Red Rocks Community College

In response to staff and faculty training needs relative to
new computer technology and instructional delivery methods,
Columbus State Community College (Ohio) created a computer
software and training specialist position. Prior to the creation
of the position, faculty and staff were expected to keep up with

(Colorado) is a synergistic program designed to take advantage

of multiple learning optionsinteractive video courses, selfpaced courses, telecourses, and extended campus courses
which allow students to complete an associate of arts degree in
two years or less without having to attend classes at the main

and learn new technology on their own, sometimes taking
several months to become fully productive. Now, quarterly

campus. With the help of advisors, students plan a program
that meets their individual needs through a combination of
learning options. The A+ Degree program operates according
to the Principles of Good Practice for Electronically Delivered
Academic Degree and Certificate Programs of the Western
Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications.

training workshops provide instruction in application software,

e-mail usage, Internet access, and mainframe functions.
Training materials are developed in-house and tailored
specifically to the college's needs. In addition, the specialist
helps faculty develop multimedia presentations, evaluates new
technology and software, negotiates site licenses for software,
and trains computer lab assistants.

Benefits to the College
The A+ Degree enables the college to meet the diverse
educational needs of residents of Clear Creek, Gilpin,
Jefferson, and Park counties, in an area of 3,694 square
miles that would otherwise be difficult and expensive to

Benefits to the College
Training costs have been reduced due to use of in-house
materials and need-focused training.
Productivity of faculty, staff, and students has increased.
Custom training has been provided.
Questions regarding hardware, software, and instruction
can be answered quickly through the college's help-desk

service.

Students are able to overcome geographic limitations of

distance, poor roads, inclement weather, and sparse
population to access the educational opportunities they
need. The A+ Degree brings the college to them, offering
a combination of interactive video courses, self-paced
courses, teiecourses, and extended campus courses in five
otherwise isolated mountain locations.
Students are able to complete self-paced courses and
telecourses in less than the standard 15-week semester.

phone.

For more information contact:
Ann Miller
Computer Software and Training Specialist
Columbus State Community College
550 East Spring Street
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 227-5050; FAX: (614) 227-5123
e-mail: bgottfr@admin.mc3.edu

Instructional costs per student are well below average costs

for on-campus instructional delivery. For some courses
the cost reduction is as much as 41 percent.
Students have reduced time and travel costs.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The program was nominated as an exemplary program for
inclusion in Putting Principles into Practice published by
the Western Interstate Cooperative for Higher Education.
For more information contact:
Susan Knepley
Manager, Alternative Learning
Red Rocks Community College
13300 West Sixth Avenue
Lakewood, CO 80401-5398
(303) 914-6461; FAX: (303) 989-6919
e-mail: rr_susank%rrcc@vaxf.colorado.edu
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Dental Hygiene Program Uses Shared
Resources and Interactive Television
During collegewide budget reductions in 1991,
administrators and faculty at Northcentral Technical College
(Wisconsin) were challenged to reduce the cost of the Dental

Hygiene program and explored the possibility of sharing
program resources with other state colleges. An incentive grant
for new and emerging programs was funded by the state college
system to assist with one year of development (1992-93) and
two years of implementation (1993-95).

Distance Education Collaborative
Lethbridge Community College (Alberta, Canada) and the

Chinook Educational Consortium, a group of educational
institutions, government, and community agencies cooperated

to bring quality educational opportunities to adults in rural
southwestern Alberta. The college had previously offered
several noncredit courses in these communities, but was limited
by high travel costs for instructors and low student enrollments.

Using electronic distance-delivery, the college and the
consortium were able to offer courses to several communities
simultaneously while avoiding the costs and inconvenience of
instructor travel.
Courses in academic studies, consumer education, family
studies, and public legal education were selected for the pilot

A multidistrict steering committee was formed with
representatives from Northcentral Technical College (NTC),

each of five cooperating districts, the Wisconsin Dental
Association (WDA), the Wisconsin Dental Hygiene Association

project and offered evenings when the demand for

(WDHA), the Wisconsin Technical College System, and the
Commission on Dental Accreditation. The steering committee
and various subcommittees dealing with curriculum and library
and audiovisual services facilitated access to a quality dental
hygiene education using effective educational delivery to fulfill
human resources needs.
The cooperating district campuses are located 120 miles

audioconference equipment and services would be lower. The
electronically transmitted course content is supplemented by

print materials and/or videos available in the various
communities. Students register through a central computerized
registration system at the college. Instructors are hired by the
college. Audioconference equipment, facilities, and services
are provided by both organizations.

and more from NTC. Lecture courses are taught by NTC dental
hygiene faculty using an interactive television delivery system.
Faculty hired by the cooperating districts and trained by NTC
dental hygiene faculty teach labs and clinics held within each

Benefits to the College
Electronic distance delivery eliminates travel time and costs

multidistrict dental hygiene program.

for instructors which translates to lower registration fees
for students.
Students can remain in their own communities rather than
travel to regional centers to take courses.
Pooling other resources between the organizations makes
it more viable to offer the courses in rural communities.
Promotion is handled by the consortium through existing

Benefits to the College

organizations.

district. All districts use NTC's curriculum so course
requirements, clinical records, and evaluation forms are
consistent at each site.
NTC's dental hygiene program had been fully accredited
as a traditional program. In July 1995, the Commission on

Dental Accreditation granted "acceptable" status to the

networks in each area and costs are shared by both

The cost of delivering only the labs and clinics at NTC is
considerably less than delivering the entire program on

For more information contact:
Glenda Everett
Lethbridge Community College
3000 College Drive South
Lethbridge, Alberta T1K 1L6, Canada
(403) 320-3343; FAX: (403) 380-3450
everett@lethbridgec.ab.ca

site.

NTC increases cost-effective service to students by
delivering lectures to all sites simultaneously.
Although faculty costs were increased slightly, enrollments
increased significantly.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
NTC program faculty received the Wisconsin Dental
Association Presidents Award of Honor in 1994.
For more information contact:
Becky Rajek
Dental Hygiene Instructor
Northcentral Technical College
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401
(715) 675-3331 x4485; FAX: (715) 675-9776
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Educational Consortium
Provides Internet Access

Establishing a Campus Network
When various departments at Luzerne County Community
College (Pennsylvania) were restructured into a new division
with activities and personnel located in three separate buildings,

Raritan Valley Community College (New Jersey) has made

an institutional commitment to use technology in instruction
to enrich the educational experience of students with a focus
on using the Internet both as content and as a teaching tool for

the dean determined an electronic network to maintain
communications would be essential. Initial investigation
revealed that network-suitable cable was already in place
though not in usebetween two of the buildings. Existing
cable would need to be linked to the other building to create

students and faculty. The college received a three-year National
Science Foundation (NSF) grant for Internet access from 1992

to 1995. As Internet use permeated the curriculumwith over
3,000 active accounts and use migrating to graphics-intensive
modeseducational planners determined that an expensive T1 level service would be needed. With the NSF grant expiring
and a no-growth budget, Raritan Valley Community College
(RVCC) developed a plan to become an Internet provider for
the region's schools and public libraries.

the backbone of the proposed network.
Original estimates for the design and installation of a local

area network (LAN)which covered interbuilding
connections, but did not include any software, network cards,
or workstation cablingfar exceeded available funds. The

college, therefore, used maintenance staff to install the

Associations with school districts have had the additional

networking cable and contracted with an outside company to
connect more complex fiberoptic terminators. Consequently,
installation costs were reduced by more than half.
A file server, cabling, network hardware, network cards,
and software were also needed to complete the network. To
keep costs down, the college purchased low-cost "off-brand"
network cards. Ten reading lab workstations were created by
reusing old computer systems salvaged from other parts of the
campus. Fortunately, performance of the older systems was
not an issue since the programs did not require a fast processor.

benefit of enhancing tech-prep programs and recruiting efforts.

To facilitate administration of the reading lab, the LAN

The college started the Raritan Valley Educational
Consortium (RVEC) and attracted 31 institutions to join in order

to receive Internet service for a fee. Fees support an
infrastructure of technical and help-desk staff who service both
college and consortium clients. Generated revenues cover the
costs of the T-I service. Collaboration with schools and public
libraries has created a ready market for RVCC custom training
programs for K-12 teachers and librarians through the college's

Institute for Business and Professional Development.

manager's workstation was also linked to the network.
The new network supports 34 users, three print servers,
and a gateway. An existing gateway on the prior network was
upgraded, and an additional gateway card was installed. The
college effectively saved $13,260 on the installation.
In addition, the college was able to negotiate the purchase
of a 250-user network license at less than half price. This was

Benefits to the College
RVCC enjoys T-1 level Internet access.
The college has been able to hire a technical staff member
.4
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Consortium members receive Internet access for
approximately half the cost of commercial vendors.

installed on the network server which was configured to

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

accommodate 34 users with access to e-mail, calendaring, and
scheduling. Software licenses were also acquired for word
processing, database, and spreadsheet software.

RVCC was recognized with an IBM/AACC Electronic
Networking Award for the technological infrastructure that
makes the college's Internet hub possible.
The state of New Jersey formally recognized the excellence
of the business plan which resulted in RVEC.

Benefits to the College
The entire installation cost approximately $21,000.
The cost per node was $618.
The only new equipment required was a file server.

The state library designed a grant program to encourage
replication of RVCC's achievement statewide.
RVCC was awarded a $50,000 grant from the state library.

For more information please contact:
Lisa Nelson
Public Information Director
Luzerne County Community College
1333 South Prospect Street
Nanticoke, PA 18634
(717) 829-7394; FAX: (717) 829-7386

For more information contact:
Lewis Ostar
Raritan Valley Community College
Highway 28
Somerville, NJ 08876
(908) 526-1200; FAX: (908) 231-8810
e-mail: lostar@pilot.njin.net
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International Interactive Learning and
Team Teaching Experience

For more information contact:
Andrea Binkley
Manager, Instructional Design Services
Metropolitan Community College
P.O. Box 3777
Omaha, NE 68103-0777
(402) 289-1214; FAX: (402) 289-1276
e-mail: abinkley@mcc_neb.edu

In a pilot class in Comparative Democracy at Metropolitan

Community College (Nebraska), American and Swedish
students compared contemporary social and political issues in
government, education, healthcare systems, and diversity. The
class was also an adventure in team teaching for two faculty
members, one in the United States and the other in Sweden. It

was the first Metropolitan Community College (MCC)
interactive video class to link MCC students directly with
students in another country.

Local Area Network and Internet Access

Five of the ten class sessions were "live" interactions
between the American and Swedish students. In other sessions,

In 1992, Piedmont Virginia Community College (PVCC)

students and instructors prepared for the interactive sessions
and researched chosen topics. The class also communicated
via computer, fax, and the Internet. Videotapes and textbooks
were exchanged to provide a common base of understanding.
The video link was transmitted using Picturetel facilities and
telephone lines in a compressed format. The college set up
the teleconferencing arrangements, coordinated the materials
distribution to and from Sweden, and provided an Internet email connection, course syllabus, and speakers through an
internal collaborative effort. Guest lecturers included a Native
American tribal government attorney and the chairman of the
Sweden Saami Federation.
Students in Sweden were pleased to be able to practice
English and "see" real Americans. All 45 students participating
in the course expressed their appreciation for the opportunity
to learn about cultural differences and the variances between
the democratic systems in the United States and Sweden.

had a single local area network (LAN) consisting of one
classroom of personal computers and a plan for advancing the
level of administrative and instructional computing services.
There was little money. Telecomputing technology and specific

expertise in LAN was minimal. Nonetheless, the fall 1995
semester opened at PVCC with a LAN connecting some 350
computers in seven academic labs, all college offices, the
learning resources center, and several laboratories. The network

supports e-mail, distributes applications from remote
mainframe computers, and provides Internet access.
This transformation was possible due to several factors:
college leaders enlisted the cooperation of the nearby University

of Virginia (UVA) to obtain necessary expertise; a faculty
member on released time leveraged connections with the
College of Engineering at UVA to obtain surplus hardware;
staff and students were eager to learn and collaborate; and all

parties shared a vision of the goal. A National Science
Foundation grant supported the purchase of some of the

Benefits to the College
The Sweden Connection was a creation of many partners
who voluntarily took on additional job duties and tasks as
the project took shape.
The costs of teleconferencing were underwritten by AT&T
in 1994 and MCI in 1995. Contributions of long-distance

necessary hardware and a two-year membership in a university
research Internet provider. Use of downloaded freeware for e-

telephone charges, Picturetel facilities, and technical

computer technicians.
The application of technology "on a shoestring" has been
enhanced by a student built and managed Web page on the
Internet which provides general, class schedule, and financialaid information to staff, students, and the public.

mail and Internet browsing complemented the college's
acquisition of essential hardware, the LAN, and bridge software.
Students strung cable, installed hardware, and assisted college

support amounted to nearly $2,500 per class.
Communicating with Sweden by e-mail, fax, and low-cost

long-distance calls kept MCC's costs at a minimum.
Swedish participants shared the costs of telephone charges.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

Benefits to the College

The project was cited as outstanding by AT&T, recognized
by the Nebraska Governors Conference on Innovations in
Telecommunications and Education, and acknowledged for
its effectiveness by the Swedish consulate.

The e-mail system at PVCC is powerful and convenient.
E-mail has become the communication method of choice
for the college's faculty and staff and, increasingly, for
students (for whom it provides improved access to faculty
and other students).

The project was noted by the American Association of
Community Colleges/Instructional Telecommunications
Consort and featured in the Folk Education of America

Faculty have begun to include e-mail-facilitated
collaborative learning into instructional practice.

newsletter.
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ultipurpose interactive Distance Learning

Information needed to support faculty-based student
advising is easily accessible by electronic means in each
faculty office.
There is ample evidence that PVCC's Web page is reaching
a wide audience. In the first month of the fall 1995
semester, the page registered 3,000 "hits" or visits.

Two years ago, Lake City Community College (Florida)

identified a need to deliver interactive education to the
disadvantaged, rural areas served by the college. However,
cutting-edge technology is expensive, and little money was
available for any such endeavor. Rather than give up on the
project, college technical specialists set out to convert an

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

existing one-way Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS)

The college has been asked to provide demonstrations of
the system for numerous other colleges.
The Web page continues to receive praise from both users
and professionals in the field, as well as requests to share
how it was created and maintained.

delivery system into a two-way interactive system. To fund
the $397,000 project, Lake City Community College (LCCC)
garnered cooperation and commitment for matching grant
dollars from two school districts in Gilchrist and Dixie counties

that, would serve as electronic distance learning sites. The
college then competed for and won a Distance Learning/

For more information contact:
Russell Lafferty
Coordinator of Computer Services/Assistant Professor
Piedmont Virginia Community College
Route 6, Box 1
Charlottesville, VA 22902
(804) 961-5232; FAX: (804) 971-8232
e-mail: rml2d@jade.pvcc.cc.va.us

Medical-Links grant in the amount of $220,000 from the Rural
Electrification Administration.
Still short by more than half the needed funds, the college
negotiated the lease of unused air time on its 10 ITFS broadcast
channels with private-sector companies engaged in providing

wireless communication. As part of the contract, LCCC
received three studio-to-transmitter links (STLs), $158,000 in
cash commitments for equipment, and virtually unlimited and

free access to the company's engineers and legal staff. The
contract also gives the college per-home lease fees from the
wireless company, amounting to $17,000 per year. This income
has been designated to cover operational and maintenance costs
of the system.
Construction costs were picked up by the REA grant and

private-sector agreements while operations and maintenance
costs are covered by the channel-lease fees. The system is
inexpensive to operate, easy for nontechnical personnel to use,
and expandable to include other electronic classrooms. It will
provide ITFS telecourse programming, as well as a wide range
of other educational instructional programs. When completed
the college will be able to provide three-frame, real-time, twoway interactive distance education to several rural classrooms
at virtually no cost to the college or the school districts.

Benefits to the College
The college will be able to provide a wide range of
educational programs including General Education, Adult
Basic Education, Health Care and Prevention, Vocational
Education, and degree courses.
The college and school districts will save on operating costs
because of private-sector partnerships.

For more information contact:
Duffy Soto
Director of Technology
Lake City Community College
Route 19, Box 1030
Lake City, FL 32035
(904) 752-1822; FAX: (904) 755-1521
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Reservation System for
Equipment and Software

every curriculum, and MCCC has been able to share licenses
of applications across curricula and computer labs.

Benefits to the College

The Buchanan Library at the Lethbridge Community
College (Alberta, Canada) has purchased software compatible
with the library's automation package to allow college staff an
opportunity to book hardware and/or software for instructional
purposes. As well as being more convenient and efficient for
the faculty the system is expected to free up delivery time and
give the library a chance to make sure all requested equipment
is really needed. At present, approximately 30 percent of the
equipment reserved by faculty is not used. If software is booked
for use at the same time as the equipment is reserved, library

Lab use is no longer "curriculum specific," allowing more
efficient use of lab equipment.
Students and faculty are provided with better service and
software availability.

The cost difference in shareware and commercially
available software provides significant savings. The
college has used several shareware applications for e-mail,
user account management, and file management to do the
jobs of similar yet more costly commercial applications.
Through software metering and license sharing, the college
is able to serve over 170 workstations with just eight copies
of office software.
The number of software licenses required on campus has
been substantially reduced.

staff will be able to better accommodate faculty needs.
Eventually, faculty will be able to check equipment and/or
software availability from their home or office.

Benefits to the College
Measurable time savings are anticipated in the booking
and delivery of equipment/software.

For more information contact:
Joe Mancini
Network Manager
Montgomery County Community College
340 DeKalb Pike
P.O. Box 400
Blue Bell, PA 19422-0796
(215) 641-6432; FAX: (215) 641-6467
e-mail: jman@admin.mc3.edu

The college is expected to experience efficiencies in
ensuring software is properly matched with equipment,
achieving a check on unnecessary bookings.
Faculty will be able to access the system from anywhere
at any time.
For more information contact:
Kathy Lea
Manager of Library Services
Lethbridge Community College
3000 College Drive South
Lethbridge, Alberta T1K 1L6, Canada
(403) 320-3356; FAX: (403) 320-1461
e-mail: lea @lethbridgec.ab.ca

Technology Cross-Training
In 1994, Mountain Empire Community College (Virginia)
made significant progress in incorporating new technology:
most college personnel had personal computers; a local area
network (LAN) was in place; the library was automated; and a
fiberoptic-based interactive television (ITV) classroom had
been set up. Funds for professional development, however,
were limited. Determined to provide high-quality technology
training to faculty, classified staff, and administrators, the
college sought help from the institution's richest resource: its

Shareware and a Campuswide Network
Reconfiguring the network to allow for "anywhere-toanywhere" computing in the most cost-effective and lowmaintenance manner has been a high priority at Montgomery
County Community College (Pennsylvania). Exploring the use
of shareware for the network rather than purchasing high-end
software has also proven effective. In the past, Montgomery
County Community College (MCCC) supported each computer
lab with its own file server to store student applications and
files, and labs were usually associated with a single curriculum.

people. The human resources committee devised a simple, cost-

effective plan to provide needed training. Using college
personnel with expertise in specific areas, a training schedule
was developed to provide mini-workshops on the use of various

software packages and operating systems; accessing

These labs were reconfigured to consolidate the academic

information via the Internet; online libraries; and student

servers to a centrally accessible file server.
Currently 5,500 student IDs are stored on the central server;
the goal is to create and store IDs for every student on campus
by 1997.

databases. Staff members who taught the workshops were paid
for their services, but administrators and classified staff took
the workshops as part of their work load.
To keep abreast of the latest advances in technology, college

Software metering is also available as a result of the

representatives were sent off-campus for training with the
expectation that they would share their new-found expertise

consolidation. The "super server" contains applications from
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student has completed his master's thesis on the project and
entered a doctoral program at Ball State University. Another
graduate student is currently writing her thesis on the project.

with other faculty and staff. In this manner, the college stayed
up-to-date while expanding the knowledge and skills of its entire
work force. Using the college's own experts and providing the

training on campus at convenient times resulted in a large

Benefits to the College

number of employees being trained in critical areas of

The college avoids the expense of staffing a writing center
with tutors.
Graduate students gain experience as writing tutors.
Community college students receive tutoring and feedback
about their writing quickly and at no cost to themselves.

technology.

The effectiveness of the approach is remarkable when
measured against the cost of sending staff members to off -site
classes or conferences. For the latest advances in technology,
each person sent off-campus for training becomes a trainer for
other faculty and staff members.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

Benefits to the College

"Tutoring in Cyberspace: Student Impact and College/
University Collaboration," Computers and Composition,

The college provided 639 hours of professional

12(2), August 1995.
"A Description of the Writing Center Consultation Project"

development to 71 college employees at a total cost of
$1,047 or $1.64 per hour of instruction.

ACW Connections, February 1995. Online journal
available from: http://prairie_island. ttu.edu/acw/

The college stays up-to-date while expanding the
knowledge and skills of its entire work force.

acw.html/.

For more information contact:
Sharon Fisher
Director, Planning and Development
Mountain Empire Community College
P.O. Drawer 700
Big Stone Gap, VA 24219
(540) 523-2400; FAX: (540) 523-4130
e-mail: mefishs@vccscent.bitnet

"Using the Internet for Writing Consultations: A StartUp Guide with Hands-On Training." Workshop presented
at the National Writing Center Association Conference,
St. Louis, Missouri, September 30, 1995.

"Topics in Technical Writing & Rhetoric: Instructor
Training in Writing/Critical Thinking Skills Using the
Internet." Faculty workshop at the University of Little
Rock, Arkansas, July 31 to August 2, 1995.

"Tutoring in Cyberspace." A lecture presented at the
Computers and Writing Conference, El Paso, Texas, May
1995.

Tutors in Cyberspace

"Tutoring Writing Students On-Line." Netoric Project:
Professional and Educational MUDing: A Virtual Open
House. Tuesday, September 27, 1994.
The project has also spawned its own Web page at: http://
fur.rscc.cc.tn.us.cypberproject.html/ and a related page at
http://fur.rscc.cc.tn.us.owl/owl/html/.

The Writing Center Consultation Project is a collaboration

between the University of Arkansas at Little Rock (UALR)
and Roane State Community CollegeOak Ridge Campus
(Tennessee). Roane State Community College (RSCC) students
e-mail drafts of their essays to graduate students at UALR who
then return the drafts through e-mail along with comments. The
RSCC and UALR students then meet for a synchronous writing

For more information contact:
Harold Underwood
Roane State Community College
276 Patton Lane
Harriman, TN 37748
(423) 882-4513; FAX: (423) 882-4562
e-mail: underwood@a 1.rscc.cc.tn.us

conference at a cyberspace writing center. The project is
supported by existing e-mail capabilities and Internet access.
Faculty at the two institutions have studied the impact this
pilot project has had on the students, and both groups of students
noted that the experience was helpful. The community college

students responded by engaging in more revision of their
writing. The university students focused on the pedagogical
potential and the contrast between traditional writing centers
and cyberspace writing center conferencing. Clearly, all

students involved became more adept with the kind of
technology they will be using in their careers. Meeting in
cyberspace, students learn not only how to write well but how
to work successfully with others toward a common goal.
Collaboration between different kinds of institutions means
more educational opportunities for all students. One graduate
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World Community College:
Interactive, Comprehensive Learning

Voicemail Communications in
Language Telecourses
Unaware of potential benefits to its instructional program,
Catonsville Community College (Maryland) installed a new

Brevard Community College (Florida) is a pioneer in

voice-messaging telephone system in 1992. The foreign
languages coordinator recognized that many functions and

providing courses for the World Community College (WCC)
through America Online. In collaboration with the Electronic

features could be applied to language telecourses and distance
learning. Advantages are many: recordings are sharp and clear

University Network (EUN), Brevard Community College

with none of the hum or static common to the audiotapes
previously used; recordings of messages from students and
instructors can be made much longer than on the old phone
recorders; exercises can be recorded, as well as series of

opportunity to complete college degree and certificate

questions or a poetry reading after an instructor's greeting; and

have access to a computer, modem, and telephone line.
Computerized instruction is supplemented with extensive

(BCC) went online in 1995 to provide students worldwide the

programs, as well as noncredit seminars and workshops.

WCC is a consortium of colleges that offers distance
learning to students. Courses are available to students who

students are able to call in at any time and as many times as
they wish to hear language recordings before responding.

videotape support.
Computerized communication is the chief means of contact

Further, faculty are able to grade responses at their convenience,

among students and between students, faculty, and support
personnel. Students in small schools with only one computer

and students and instructors can communicate from any
location, as long as they have access to a touch-tone phone.
The new telephone system has provided a simple way to

are able to join nationwide classes and access subjects

increase vital oral communication between students and
teachers at distant locations. Faculty have developed
communicative learning activities such as questions on

unavailable to them locally.

Benefits to the College
Linking people through online education extends the ability
to share information and gain knowledge and capabilities.

videotaped soap operas and short literary readings for several
language telecourses. An exclusive line for telecourse students
enables students to call in for updated messages and activities
without tying up regular office lines.

Increased options include customized workforce training
accessible via individual employee workstations.
Instructors keep regular contact with students using the
computer for debate and discussion, for group problemsolving exercises, and to monitor assignments.
Through this project, education becomes a truly lifelong
learning process.
The college adds to student enrollments without having to
build additional facilities, saving construction, operating,
and maintenance costs.
Students have access to education from remote locations,
saving time as well as travel expenses.

Benefits to the College
Oral communication between telecourse students and
instructors has increased. Students receive feedback more
quickly.

Faculty do not have to invest in and maintain audiotape
equipment nor devote hours per assignment to winding
tapes, finding responses, and recording corrections.
Faculty and students no longer have to drive to different
locations to pick up, deliver, listen to, or record tapes.
Recordings are of such quality that students and instructors

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

can hear each syllable and variations in intonation or

"Students Can Turn On Computer, Click on Degree." The
Orlando Sentinel, September 27, 1995; C3.
"BCC Set to Pioneer Online Education Program," Florida
Today, September 26, 1995; 1B.

volume. They can personalize messages using their voices
to be more expressive with a distinction in syllables and
soft tones often not clear on audiotapes.

Students no longer have the inconvenience and cost of
borrowing or purchasing audiotape equipment.

For more information contact:
James Ross
Associate Vice President for College Relations
Brevard Community College
1519 Clearlake Road
Cocoa, FL 32922

Student performance has increased: those who use
voicemail regularly receive higher scores on exams and
speak more in class.
For more information contact:
Marianne S. Pearlman, Coordinator of Foreign Languages
Catonsville Community College
800 South Rolling Road
Catonsville, MD 21228
(410) 455-4377; FAX: (410) 455-4411
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PLANNING AND

Communitywide Collaboration to
Pool Resources and Reduce Duplication

IUDGETING

ecentralizing Resources and
Responsibilities

The Houston Community College SystemNorthwest

In 1990, Pima County Community College District

College (Texas) has a major campus in each school district that
the Katy Freeway serves. Using the concept of the freeway as

(Arizona), with a stable enrollment and decreasing state support,

wanted to revitalize the campuses, empower faculty, and

a connecting "river" that defines a district community, the

modernize. At the time, the multicampus college was

college built an outreach program with business and industry

and educational institutions. The Task Force for Career,

centralized, but campus leaders had limited decision-making
power in the educational enterprise. Morale on the campuses

Instructional, and Economic Development on the Katy Freeway

was low, and the central district office was perceived as

Corridor is intended to serve students and the community by

threatening college effectiveness. Finances were tight, and no
new funding was expected.

pooling resources, reducing duplication, and increasing

productivity through cooperation and collaboration.

Many resources and responsibilities that had been the

Implementation of the program will include such measures as
building workplace skills and competencies; enhancing career

jurisdiction of the district office were decentralized.

development and exploration for all students; articulating

other areas along with decision-making responsibility, authority

programs between secondary and postsecondary schools through

development activities; implementing a common computer
system for learning resources and tracking students; and

to respond, and accountability were shifted to the campuses.
While the process of making this fundamental change took five
years, its impact is expected to last much longer.
Several strategies were involved in making the transition:
key personnel were involved in activities that encouraged
growth; all changes were made with careful regard for timing;
and many small, but highly visible improvements were made

providing one placement service for all students in the corridor.

to help establish a new climate. Trust increased among

Benefits to the College

employees and between employee groups. Individual faculty
and staff begat] to make a greater personal investment in doing
a good job.
Several formal steps were taken. First, the campus chief
executive officers were formally designated as the educational
and instructional leaders and given broad discretion to make
decisions on campus issues. Second, formal and informal
leaders completed PCCCD's Leadership Seminar Series. The
college acknowledged the leadership role of seminar graduates
by seeking them out and acting on their advice. Third, since
the need to adapt and respond quickly to student needs was
emphasized as an institutional imperative, addressing student
needs became the criterion for reassigning responsibilities.
The now separate district and campus functions were based

Responsibility for human resources, financial resources, and

tech-prep, dual credit, and proper sequencing of courses;
expanding off-campus learning opportunities for students;
pooling resources to provide staff development opportunities;

increasing community awareness and support of career

Enrolling more than 500 area high school students in dualcredit classes has reduced duplication.

Sharing resources for career development and career
information has reduced costs and duplication of effort.
Articulation of programs with tech-prep and articulation
agreements reduces duplication of effort and costs.
Expansion of off-campus learning sites and redefinition
of the "classroom" is saving money in capital expenditures
for equipment and buildings for districts.
Shared staff development has promoted collaboration.
Shared job placement saves money and duplication.
Education at all levels is enhanced by collaboration.

on common values with college leadership monitoring

For more information contact:
Zachary Hodges
Acting President
Houston Community College SystemNorthwest College
P.O. Box 7849
Houston, TX 77270-7849
(713) 718-5041; FAX: (713) 868-0767
e-mail: hodgesz@hccs.cc.tx.us

compliance with institutional policies and supporting the central
office. Direct academic and student service was now solely

the responsibility of the campuses and campus selfdetermination was greatly strengthened as a result. Finally, all

college publications were revised to reflect and clarify the
redefined allocation of responsibilities.

Positive results were demonstrated throughout the
institution with attitudes improving appreciably as the campuses
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Expanding the Mission through Restructuring

were strengthened. The guiding thought behind all the
changesthat campus rather than district personnel were now
expected to respond quickly and decisively to studentswas
reinforced by increases in campus budgets made possible by
transferring funds previously controlled by the central district
office. Faculty and staff became active in decision sharing,
were rewarded, felt valued, understood their roles better than
before, accepted increased responsibilities, and applied their
newly learned interpersonal and professional skills.

In 1992, the Board of Trustees of Hudson County
Community College (New Jersey) supported its newly appointed
president in challenging the college to make a major transition

from a limited-mission institution that emphasized careeroriented programs to a comprehensive urban community college.
An additional aspect of this challenge was to revise the mission

and accomplish necessary operational changes during a period
when resources were becoming increasingly scarce.

The multidimensional process used by HCCC to tackle

Benefits to the College

this mandate included a review of mission statements; a survey

Resources were transferred from the district central office
to campuses, accompanied by the necessary authority and
responsibility.
More students were served directly and with fewer delays.
By the third year, $2.5 million in operating funds and 38
positions were transferred from the district to the campuses.
By the fifth year, 41 new faculty, and a further $1.1 million
in salaries were added to campuses.

of over 1,100 representatives of internal and external
constituencies; and a one-day forum involving approximately

100 members of internal and external constituencies. The
revised mission statement was approved by the board in 1993.

Within two years of adopting the new mission and
reorganizing to accomplish its new purposes, Hudson County
Community College led the 19 community colleges in the state
in enrollment increases; the liberal arts transfer program was
the largest at the college; and a new science and technology
center was opened. Additionally, the college received a $1.7
million U.S. Department of Education Title III, Strengthening

PCCCD spends the smallest budget percent on
administration and has the lowest cost per student of any
community college or university in the state.

Interpersonal and professional skills learned through

Institutions grant to restructure its general education core

leadership seminars are reinforced through the allocation
of funds, personnel, and responsibility.
The five-year district redesign was accomplished without
any faculty or staff layoffs and no grievances were filed.

curriculum and develop a computerized student information
system. All these achievements reflect the expanded mission
statement and the central role that the statement gives to general

education and liberal arts and science.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The college received the American Association of

Benefits to the College
Student enrollment has grown by 29 percent.
The liberal arts program has become the largest of the
college's 29 degree and certificate programs
Seven certificate and degree options were added in 1994.
An in-house management information systems unit was
established at an annual savings of $300,000.
Campus security, cleaning, van, and maintenance services
were privatized at a savings of $700,000 annually.

University Administrators John L. Blackburn Award in
1995, in the category Restructuring Higher Education: The
Economics of Scale. Pima is the first community college
to receive this award.

For more information contact:
Mary Lou Schmidt
Special Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for
Institutional Effectiveness
Pima County Community College District
4905C East Broadway Boulevard
Tucson, AZ 85709-1030
(520) 748-4736; FAX: (520) 748-4990
e-mail: in%mschmidt@pimaacc.pima.edu

Elimination of rented classroom facilities saved the
college $100,000 annually.
Reorganization of the controller's unit and reduction of

47 positions saved the college $200,000 per year in
salaries.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The mission renewal process and its impact on Hudson

County Community College has been featured in an
article, "National Council for Marketing and Public
Relations," in Counsel.
The process has been the basis of presentations at key
national meetings of community college professionals.
The college received an inaugural David Pierce Quality
Organizational Leadership Award in 1995.
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For more information contact:
Mark Oromaner
Dean, Planning and Institutional Research
Hudson County Community College
901 Bergen Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07306
(201) 714-2245; FAX: (201) 656-1799
e-mail: oromaner@pilot.njin.net

Benefits to the College
Administrative positions have been decreased from 47 to
29 over the past five years.
Full-time teaching faculty positions have increased from
131 to 154 over the past five years.
Credit hours taught by full-time faculty have increased by
12 percent (from 44 to 56 percent).
Numerous professional support and nonacademic positions
have been reviewed and reassigned.

Annual purchases of instructional equipment have

Linking Strategic Goals to the Budget

increased from approximately $250,000 to $1,000,000.
The campus and all faculty and administrative offices have
been networked.

Parkland College (Illinois) uses a four-part planning
process to link strategic goals with the budgeting process:

Instructional technology, methods and delivery of
instruction, classroom assessment, and institutional

strategic planning; operational planning; budget planning; and
environmental scanning and evaluation. The focus here is on
the operational planning and budgeting processes.
The Parkland College (PC) operational plan is based on
four strategic goals:
1. The college will foster a stronger and healthier learning
community.
2.

effectiveness have been made top priorities.

The planning process has earned the enthusiastic
endorsement and respect of faculty, administration, and
staff.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

The college will foster greater commitment to higher

Parkland College was awarded Special Recognition for

standards of quality in both education and administration.
3.

Excellence in Institutional Quality for its planning process
and results by the Illinois Community College Board.

The college will so enhance its leadership role in
postsecondary education and community service that it will

become recognized increasingly as one of the premier
4.

community colleges in the nation.
The college will achieve and maintain financial vitality.

1.

The operational plan developed as follows:
Each department determines its staffing, equipment, and

For more information contact:
Dale Ewen
Vice President for Academic and Student Services
Parkland College
2400 West Bradley Avenue
Champaign, IL 61821
(217) 351-2440; FAX: (217) 351-2592
e-mail: dewen@parkland.il.cc.us

action initiatives for the next one and three years by
consensus, then forwards that information to the vice
president for academic and student services who also chairs
the college planning committee. Those items become that
2.

department's operational plan.
From those plans submitted, the vice president drafts a

college operational plan, which is reviewed by the
committee then sent collegewide for comment. This

3.

revised plan becomes the blueprint for preparation of the
next budget and drives the action items of the departments
and the college for the next year.
The top 15 to 20 new initiatives, key equipment purchases,
and new positions selected by senior administration are
reviewed and ranked by the planning committee and the
results distributed collegewide. The process is bottom up

and completely open, and a majority of committee
members are nonadministrative faculty and staff.
4. Top-ranked items are included in the next budget.
Appropriate internal and external data are used extensively
in the preparation and evaluation process. Parkland. College
has a comprehensive program-review process and automatically
reviews all vacant positions in terms of possible reallocation
to higher priority positions.
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Student and Community Charter

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

In 1993, the British Parliament passed laws that
incorporated colleges of further education in the United

A Charter Mark Award for Excellence was presented to
the college's chief executive by the Prime Minister.

Kingdom as independent institutions. Funding for the colleges

The college's chief executive and the president of the

from that point on was dependent upon successful student
performance. This necessitated a reconsideration of longstanding educational traditions based on old customs and

Students' Association were awarded a Secretary of State
for Education Charter Prize for innovation in developing
the student performance-based strategies.
South Devon College, in conjunction with its partner, the

practices. As a response to the changes, South Devon College
(United Kingdom) decided to revamp the entire learning process
for students, as well as the services supporting students. After

University of Plymouth, was awarded a Queen's
Anniversary Award for innovative access to education for
adults, presented in person by Queen Elizabeth II.

careful consideration, pedagogic styles were changed to
increase the focus on student success; the amount of time spent
on different learning activities was modified; every process of
the college involving students was radically and permanently
changed.

For more information contact:
Terence Keen
Chief Executive Officer/Principal
South Devon College
Newton Road
Torquay, Devon United Kingdom TQ2 5BY
(44) 1803-386480; FAX: (44) 1803-386483
e-mail: terry @scop.zynet.co.uk

All of the changes and the new requirements for student
performance were formulated into a "Student and Community
Charter." The charter is a document that states precisely what
the college expects from the student and what the student can
expect from the collegeit is an informal "contract." The goal
is "no surprises" for either party during any program of study.
South Devon College is an "open door" institution, and all

students are accepted regardless of their level of academic

preparation. On admission, students are counseled on
appropriate programs of study to meet their needs. They are
further helped towards meeting their educational goals by a
sophisticated support structure of welfare, counseling, and

general care that has been put in place to support their
educational efforts. A friendly tutorial system ensures
individual monitoring and follow-up for students.

Benefits to the College
Staffing costs for the college have been reduced from nearly
80 percent of the operating budget in 1993 to 67 percent in
1995.
Student enrollments have increased substantially each year.
Student performance in academic and vocational programs

has consistently improved. Students have achieved an 83
percent successful completion rate in vocational programs
in the same year that national data indicated that the average
completion rate for the more than 600 comparable colleges

in the United Kingdom was well below 50 percent.
Academic results compare favorably with the selective
special schools in the United Kingdom that demand high
prerequisites for enrollment.
According to national data, South Devon College is the
third most cost-effective institution (of more than 600) in
the United Kingdom.
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STUDENT SERVICES

Automated Academic Advisement
Central Florida Community College uses a computerized
advisement tool that gives counselors immediate access to the

academic progress, degree requirements, and graduation
eligibility for degree-seeking students. The automated academic

status program developed at the college displays several
categories of information on screen, and students are given a
printed copy after each meeting with an academic advisor.
An academic advisement status option displays degree
requirements as well as courses the student has attempted. A
graduation status summary details hours required, hours earned,
grade point average, and a synopsis of the student's eligibility
to graduate. A progress record details course numbers, grades,

and credit hours earned and listsby disciplinecourses that
the student is currently enrolled in and has successfully

Automated Telephone Notification
and Call-Routing System
The office of admissions and records at the Community
College of Rhode Island (CCRI), with limited financial and
staff resources, has aggressively embraced the use of technology

as a solution to serving large numbers of students. The first
move in this direction was the purchase and installation of a
telephone voice-response registration system and an automated
degree audit/advisement system.

The most recent technology to be adopted by the CCRI

office of admissions and records is an automated phone
notification and call-routing system, a PC-based package
composed of hardware that digitizes voice messages for storage

and software that builds student database files and message
files.

completed.

The system handles routine telephone calls, freeing

A special feature of the system is the comments section
which allows counselors to keep a computerized record of all

previous advisement sessions. The summary of previous
counseling sessions is a permanent record and cannot be
changed. A "today's comments" section allows counselors to
keep the student's record current.

Benefits to the College
Since the automated advicPm,nt. status program was
implemented, there has been a significant increase in

personnel to concentrate on calls that require individualized
attention.' Once activated, the system places a call, delivers a
specific message and, if requested, collects a response. Phone
numbers which are not answered are placed in a queue for
calling at a future time. The system may be used to call students
who lose course registrations due to insufficient enrollments,

have outstanding admissions or financial-aid application
requirements, or may have courses dropped dne to lark of
payment.

productivity as well as reduction in time, effort, repetition,
and errors.
The system has proven to be highly efficient for students
and counselors in planning course schedules and graduation
checks.
The records department can verify graduating students in
minimal time.
The comments option has eliminated the advisement paper
trail and saved security vault space.
The ability to conduct a rapid review of a student's record
enables counselors to make informed recommendations to
students.

Benefits to the College
Of the over 15,000 students who enroll at CCRI each
semester, as many as 500 may have a course canceled
because of insufficient enrollment. Prior to the purchase
of the system, ten people were hired to call and inform
students of cancellations, then assist them in selecting
alternative courses. This service cost more than $7,000 per
year. The new system, purchased for $3,500, eliminates
this annual expense.

When using individual callers, calls converted to
reregistrations ranged from 40 to 60 percent; the automated
registration system produced 75 percent reregistrations.

For more information contact:
Debbie Bowe
Director, School of Relations and Counseling; or
Liennhu Doan, Programmer, Computer Services
Central Florida Community College
P.O. Box 1388
Ocala, FL 34478-1388
(904) 237-2111; FAX: (904) 237-3747

For more information contact:
Joseph Dimaria
Office of Admissions and Records
Community College of Rhode Island
400 East Avenue
Warwick, RI 02886-1807
(401) 825-2126; FAX: (401) 825-2365
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Early Academic Warning System

Faculty Advising Program

Student success, especially for "at-risk" students, depends
on early intervention and help. The Early Academic Warning
System (EAWS) at Coffeyville Community College (Kansas)
is a simple, user-friendly computer program accessible through
e-mail that promotes student success while storing all faculty
reports on students. Faculty use the system to document student

With just two counselors to serve 2,500 students, the
Houston Community College SystemSoutheast College
(Texas) was concerned about advising students adequately

performance, track progress, note student absences and low

semesters. Considerations in developing this program included:

test scores, and to intervene if necessary. In addition, the system
is used to recognize good work and student progress.

purposes, practices, and procedures for the ongoing faculty
advisement program; defining faculty advising roles and

regarding academic transfer programs. The college
implemented an academic faculty advisement system in which

faculty would donate time during fall, spring, and summer

The system is extremely efficient and eliminates a

responsibilities; equitable work load issues; the role of

considerable amount of paperwork. Reports are generated

counseling; assigning students to advisors; and the appointment

during the night and sent via e-mail to student advisors, deans,
and the directors of academic support and financial aid.

of a faculty member to serve as the faculty advisement

Benefits to the College
The EAWS has saved many students from academic
probation.
Student retention rates have increased from 48 percent in
1989 to 74 percent in 1995. The fall 1994 to spring 1995
retention rate was 86 percent.
The overall grade-point average of "at-risk" students has
risen appreciably.

chairperson.
Each faculty member made available one hour weekly to
advise academic transfer students. Advising hours were counted
towards fulfillment of contractually required office hours. To

ensure a fair work load, each department head submitted an
equal number of faculty advisors, available for both day and
evening counseling.
Because of the mobile nature of Southeast College students
and because over 50 percent are employed either part- or full-

time, a modified walk-in advising system was created. For
several weeks, beginning just after midsemester in the spring

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

of 1994, students were encouraged to meet with faculty advisors

The program's creator received a National Academic

on a walk-in basis. In order to make students aware of the
newly available counseling, a list of advisors, their academic

Advising Association (NACADA) Pacesetter Award for
commitment to advising and for the success of efficient
and economic computer programs that have promoted
student success.

disciplines, and time availability was publicized throughout the

campus: in classrooms; in the library; in the student lounge;
on bulletin boards; and in faculty, counselor, and administrative
offices.

For more information contact:
Waneta Davis
Director of Academic Support Programs
Coffeyville Community College
400 West Eleventh Street
Coffeyville, KS 67337
(316) 251-7700; FAX: (316) 252-7040

Benefits to the College
The college was able to offer more services to students.

The productivity of department heads, faculty, and
counselors has increased.
Preliminary studies indicate improved student retention.
Enrollment increases in academic programs range from 6
to 30 percent.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The faculty advising chairperson was recognized at the
Houston Community College System annual retreat in both
1994 and 1995.

For more information contact:
Sylvia Ramos
President
Houston Community College SystemSoutheast College
P.O. Box 7849
Houston, TX 77270-7849
(713) 718-5041; FAX: (713) 868-0767
e-mail: ramoss@hccs.cc.tx.us
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Grades by Telephone

Job Listing and Referral Hotline
At Manchester Community-Technical College
(Connecticut), employment information is literally a phone
call away with the college's new Job Hotline. Having used
voicemail technology to improve the delivery of services, the
college now offers a 24-hour job listing and referral service.

Santa Rosa Junior College (California) has deployed a
computer-based telephone system that provides students direct

access to their semester grades. The grades-by-telephone
service is an optional service in the college's "Telephone Link
to College: TLC Express" which also includes a registration
service. The primary purpose of the grade service has been to
provide a convenient and timely report of student grades at the
end of each semester. A second important purpose has been to
reduce the budget expense of grade mailers, postage, and staff
time.

The Job Hotline enables employers to list current job openings

by phone at no cost, and allows students to listen to those
openings as described by the employer.
A major improvement on the old "job board," the hotline

has an automated menu allowing employers to update job

Students are given an individualized security code that

listings even when the college's Career Services office is closed.

enables them to access their grade records. The voice response

Students and alumni can explore current employment

will indicate each course grade, semester units completed,
semester grade-point average, cumulative units, cumulative
grade-point average, and updated academic status. At the

opportunities without leaving home. Over 1000 employers have

registered to use the hotline offering full-time, part-time, and
seasonal employment options linked to the college's academic
curriculum.

conclusion of the dialogue, the student may request that a grade

mailer be sent to his or her home address. Requested mailers
are automatically sent out daily. Any student who is classified
as being on academic probation or dismissal is automatically
sent a grade mailer as well.

Benefits to the College
The system has received more than 28,000 calls since
March 1994.

An automated menu allows callers to register to use the
service, access current job information, and post or delete
positions or delete previous employment listings once

Benefits to the College
Students report that the grade service is convenient and
easy to access.
Students receive semester grades faster than by mail.
The number of grade mailers has been reduced by 80
percent, saving about $14,000 in postage and materials
costs plus the equivalent of approximately two weeks of

filled.

Free from thousands of routine phone calls, the staff is
able to deliver more services to students, alumni, and
employers.
Mail and paper costs have been reduced.
Start-up costs were minimal.

staff time.
Because the college uses existing computerized telephone

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The college has had other community colleges and

hardware and telephone lines there was no start-up
equipment expense.

universities visit the institution for an overview of the Job
Hotline system.

For more information contact:
Ricardo Navarrette
Dean of Admissions and Records
Santa Rosa Junior College
1501 Mendocino Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 527-4509; FAX: (707) 527-4798
e-mail: ricardo_navarrette@garfield.santarosa.edu

For more information please contact:
Carl Ochnio
Director, Career Services
Manchester Community-Technical College
M.S. 7D
Manchester, CT 06040
(860) 647-6067; FAX: (860) 647-6332
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One-Stop Advising,
Assessment, and Registration
Aided by a grant from the BellSouth Foundation, Columbia

State Community College (Tennessee) established a one-stop
center in order to advise, assess, and register students more
efficiently.
The registration and advising process had been lengthy

and inconvenient for students, faculty advisors, and
administrators. Often, student assessment would not be
completed prior to registration.
With implementation of the one-stop system, all records
are now computerized, and students are sent directly to the
advising center where they are assessed, advised, and registered
in one meeting. At the new center, which accommodates five
advisors, students sign in electronically and print out their own
records before conferring with their advisors. The center houses
a career counseling system, transfer catalogs, and other helpful
materials. A master advisor, trained to access individual records
and aid students, is always available at the center.

Student Mentoring Program
The Nassau Community College (New York) mentoring
program, now in its fifth year, was established to enhance the
retention and academic success of culturally diverse students.
Volunteer administrators, faculty, and staff who serve as mentors

are paired with entering students, and participate in a series of
special activities and projects designed to help the students
establish a sense of community and adjust to college life. A

total of 258 students and 122 volunteer mentors have
participated in the program.
A random sample of freshman students is selected for the
program. Selections are based on decile or high school class
ranking and ethnicity. Mentors are recruited, selected, and
participate in an intensive and ongoing training program.

Despite a limited budget, the mentoring program has
proven quite successful. The program has operated primarily
on existing college resources and a $4,700 grant. A full-time
faculty member on sabbatical acts as the program director.

Benefits to the College

The center is staffed primarily with volunteers; only the
director and a secretary are salaried employees. Advisors are
full-time faculty and staff who work three hours weekly in
exchange for three hours of office time or relief from committee

Eighty-eight percent of program participants returned to
the college the following semester, compared to 79 percent
of all other freshman students.

assignments. A release-time option is also used in some

The retention rate of underrepresented students who

circumstances.

participated increased 12 percent as compared to
underrepresented students as a whole.

Benefits to the College

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The program was cited in the Mentoring Guide for

Mailing costs, as well as faculty and student time, have
been dramatically reduced now that students receive results
during advising sessions instead of by mail.
The number of students completing assessment tests prior
to starting their studies has increased by almost 30 percent.
Error rates on the Tennessee Board of Regents Remedial/
Developmental Retention Reports dropped by 30 percent
after the center had been in operation for a full year.

Community Colleges in 1995 as one of five successful
community college mentoring programs in the nation.
"Mentoring on a Shoestring," International Mentoring
Association, 6th Annual Conference, 1993.

"Enhance Retention through Mentoring." American
Association of Community Colleges, Portland, Oregon.

Despite level enrollments, there has been a 5 percent

1993.

increase in graduates after the first full year of operation.

"How to Utilize Your Institutional Resources to Best

Support Your Mentoring Program." 7th Annual

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

Conference, International Mentoring Association, 1994.

The program's master advisor was the only two-year-

For more information contact:
Aliceteen Taylor
Accounting and Business Administration
Nassau Community College
One Education Drive
Garden City, NY 11530
(516) 572-7897; FAX: (516) 572-7891

college advisor to be recognized as an Outstanding Advisor

by the National Academic Advising Association
(NACADA) at its 1994 national conference.
The program is being studied by two Tennessee community
colleges interested in implementing a similar system.
For more information contact:
Nancy Bass
Director, Advising Center
Columbia State Community College
P.O. Box 1315
Columbia, TN 38402
(615) 540-2474; FAX: (615) 540-2535
e-mail: bass @coscc.cc.tn.us
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Section Five: Student Services

Telephone Information Center

Team Approach to
Admissions and Registration

Faced with rapid population growth, Columbus State
Community College (Ohio) faculty and staff sought to continue

In order to stretch limited resources, Lakeland Community

providing timely, professional, and personal responses to
student inquiries. The Telephone Information Center (TIC),

College (Ohio) streamlined admissions and registration
processes. Work began with the formation of three teams:
admissions/registration, financial aid, and community

founded on technology, accurate information, and the human
touch, was established to ensure excellence in customer service.

education. Each team consisted of a department manager and
four to six employees. Outside facilitators encouraged creativity

TIC representatives are trained extensively to answer
general admissions-related questions, schedule admissions and
advising appointments, provide financial-aid information, and
process orders for catalogs and other information provided by
the college.
Students can also register themselves for classes or make

and new approaches. Each team was given four hours of
training, beginning with the rationale for the project and
continuing with quality management techniques such as
brainstorming, process mapping, and understanding and
creating flowcharts. Guided by the facilitators, the teams met
two hours weekly for six weeks during which time they defined
current processes, identified bottlenecks and redundancies, and
brainstormed for solutions.
Once current processes and potential improvements had
been mapped, stakeholders throughout the college were invited
to meet and review each team's recommendations. By design,
team managers were not present. Instead, team members fielded

changes to their schedule by phonestudents call an average
of four times each quarter to adjust their schedules. Other
transactions related to the registration process include making
address changes, entering selective service numbers, and
ordering registration materials. If preferred, these services can
also be provided by a TIC representative.
Since its inception, the TIC has expanded its service areas

all the questions from stakeholders who appreciated the

to include the cashier's officeTIC staff can process fee

opportunity to openly discuss problems and expressed keen
interest in continuing the dialogue to resolve issues.

payments made with a credit card. Calls to the bookstore are
transferred to the TIC during peak periods. The Business and
Industry department also uses TIC services to register adults
for noncredit classes.

Results of this six-week program included a comprehensive

set of flowcharts detailing work processes and a report
identifying issues that need to be addressed in order to optimize
work flow.

Benefits to the College
The TIC receives 800 to 1,000 calls daily; during peak
periods, more than 2,000 calls are logged per day. The

Encouraged to creatively resolve issues and increase
efficiency, one team proposed a new way to process financialaid applications. A pilot project implemented in January 1996
makes use of the Electronic Data Exchange which sends and
receives corrected data electronically. Now, new students can
have their aid applications approved and processed within two
to three days. All paperwork can be completed during a single
visit to the financial-aid office.

highest number of calls ever processed in one day is 4,200.
Daily, the average number of calls handled by a full-time

representative is 190; the average for a part-time
representative is 70.
The average waiting time for a caller is under two minutes.
The average call lasts 2 1/2 minutes.
Only 10 percent of incoming calls have to be transferred;
the other 90 percent are handled by TIC representatives.

Benefits to the College
The feasibility of consolidating credit and noncredit

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations

registration processes has been recognized.

Article published in College Services Administration,

Crossfunctional teams have been formed to revise and

Journal of The National Association of College Auxiliary
Service, June 1995.

streamline forms and eliminate duplication.

Fifteen areas for improvement have been identified;
solutions can be implemented immediately and at low cost
in terms of funds and personnel.

For more information contact:
Janina Reese
Supervisor, Telephone Information Center
Columbus State Community College
550 East Spring Street
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 227-5495; FAX: (614) 227-5466

For more information contact:
Marjorie Zibble
Director, Center for Business and Industry
Lakeland Community College
7700 Clocktower Drive
Kirtland, OH 44094-5198
(216) 953-7307; FAX: (216) 953-7269
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Undecided Majors and
Academically Troubled Students
In 1991, after an extensive evaluation of advisement

procedures, Brunswick College (Georgia) created an
advisement center. Faculty and administration report that the
establishment of the advisement center is the most positive step
the college has taken toward increasing student success and
retention.
The center provides academic advising and planning, career

development, and transfer advising as well as support for
students in academic trouble or who have undecided majors.
Academic progress is closely monitored, and advisors work

with faculty and student-services personnel to encourage
student success. The center also provides faculty advisors with
advising information and support.

The center is supervised jointly by the academic vice
president and the vice president for student development
services and coordinated by a standing committee. Staffed by
faculty and student-service personnel who volunteer from one
to six hours a week, the center is open days on a drop-in basis
or by appointment and evenings during peak periods such as
registration.

Benefits to the College
More than 3,500 students have used the advisement center
since it opened in fall 1991.
Students consistently rank the center's effectiveness highly

(with an average of 93 percent) and its supports as
"superior."

Start-up costs for the advisement center amounted to
$2,000; it now operates on an annual budget of less than
$5,000.

External Recognition, Articles, and Presentations
The advisement program at Brunswick College was
selected as one of only eleven National Academic Advising
Association 1995 Certificate of Merit Award honorees.

For more information contact:
Charlie L. Nutt
Vice President for Student Development Services
Brunswick College
3700 Altama Avenue
Brunswick, GA 31520-3644
(912) 264-7220; FAX: (912) 261-3900
e-mail: cnutt@s1500.bc.peachnet.edu
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LEAGUE FOR INNOVATION IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
The League for Innovation in the Community College is a nonprofit educational consortium of resourceful community
colleges organized to stimulate experimentation and innovation in all areas of community college development. Founded
in 1968, the League seeks to serve as a catalyst, project incubator, and experimental laboratory for community colleges
throughout the United States, Canada, and other countries.

THE ALLIANCE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE INNOVATION
Created by the League for Innovation in the Community College, the purpose of the Alliance for Community College
Innovation (ACCI) is to make innovation a continuing priority on the agenda of community colleges. Members of the
Alliance will be involved in reviewing and exploring current issues through publications, conferences, and projects.

Benefits to Members
Benefits for Alliance members include the following:

Publications
Members receive a series of publications prepared and distributed by the League, including 25 copies of Leadership

Abstractsa monthly series on dimensions of leadership and issues of importance to community college leaders; a
subscription to Catalystthe biannual newsletter describing Alliance activities, ACCI member innovations, and quarterly
survey results; Signalsthe newsletter of the League's Information Technology Initiative; Best Practices Monographs

periodically published monographs detailing best practices in Alliance colleges on selected topics; Monographs,
Guidelines, and Special Reportsother periodically published documents describing the results of project activities and
task forces. ACCI members receive these publications free and a special discounted rate for additional copies.

Conferences
Members receive an unlimited amount of $50 reduction coupons for conference registration fees for faculty and staff
attending League conferences, including the following annual events: "Conference on Information Technology"the only
major, annual, international conference on applying information technology in community colleges; "WORKFORCE
2000"the only annual, international conference on the role of community colleges in workforce training and economic
development; and other conferences on selected issues.

Other League Activities
ACCI presidents are surveyed quarterly on key issues for leaders, and results are mailed to all member colleges. ACCI

members are given priority consideration for inclusion in various projects and activities of the League, including
participation in showcases, conferences, receptions, publications, surveys, review functions, and other programs.
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